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SECTION I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

With one major exception, all Federal environmental statutes were enacted
and the implementing regulations of the Environmental Protection Agency were
promulgated without consideration of their effect on the production and use of
geothermal energy. It is hoped that as knowledge of this resource and the
production and use technologies increases, stability and consistency in regu
lation will follow .. In the meantime, the potential exists for difficulties in
compliance with various regulatory procedures which are peculiar to geothermal
operations.

Thus, a major function of this project was to assess the potential
effects of several types of applicable environmental regulatory procedures on
geothermal development and to identify particular problem areas. The possible
impact of procedures adopted pursuant to the following Federal statutes were
analyzed:

o Clean Air Act (CAA) , P. L. 95-95, as amended by P. L. 95-190

o Clean Water Act (CWA), P. L. 92-500, as amended by P. L. 95-217

o Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), P.L. 93-523, as amended by P. L.
95-190

o Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) , P.L. 94-580, as amended
by P.L. 96-482.

The Federal Noise Control Act of 1972 (P. L. 92-574) is excluded since it
will have no direct effect on geothermal operations. The emphasis of this
statute is on regulating the noise levels emitted by various types of pro
ducts, such as construction equipment, at the point of manufacture rather than
the use of such products. However, the Environmental Protection Agency has
recommended limitations which are reflected by state and local statutes and
regulations which restrict noise levels of construction, drilling, and
utilization of geothermal resources.

State regulations applicaple, or potentially applicable, to geothermal
facilities were also reviewed to determine:

o permit information requirements

o pre-permit air or water quality monitoring requirements

o effect of mandated timeframes for permit approval

o potential for exemption of small facilities.
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The regulations of the following states were covered in the review:

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Hawaii
Idaho

Wyoming

Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
Oregon
Utah
Washington

It can be concluded from the ensuing analysis that there are three gen
eral, pervasive environmental regulatory problems for geothermal operators, or
potential operators. These include:

o uncertainty

o non-uniformity

o complexity.

The uncertainty derives .primarily from the fact that with the exception
of the provisions of the regulations implementing the Safe Drinking Water Act
dealing with underground injection of fluids, most geothermal operations are
not yet subject to industry-specific requirements. This statement does not
imply criticism of the Environmental Protection Agency's performance in this
regard because at the current state of geothermal development, a high priority
in the Agency's over-loaded standard-setting schedule cannot yet be justified.

Non-uniformity will, however, continue to exist in the absence of in
dustry-specific standards since the absence of such requirements does not mean
that air emissions and liquid effluents will not be controlled. To the con
trary, it means that they will controlled on an ad hoc, site-by-site basis
under limitations determined by personnel of EPA Regional Offices in some
cases, state agency personnel i.n others, or, in some. cases, both will be
involved.

By contrast, more established industries are subj ect. to, or soon will
become so, specific limitations established, directly or indirectly, at the
Federal level which apply nationwide. While many industries are unhappy with
the limitations applied to their facilities, they at least know well in ad
vance what the limitations will be and that they are uniform and apply across
the-board to all those competing in the same market. In addition, whole
industries or segments of them have been sufficiently' strong and affluent to
overturn in the courts limitations which they felt to be unreasonable.

Geothermal operators do not share in the advance knowledge of what their
requirements will be or in the national uniformity among competitors. And, a
single operator is far less likely to succeed in winning a dispute as to the
reasonableness of the limitations imposed than a collective industry, or to
have the resources to attempt to do so.
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Another variable in the case-by-case regulatory approach is the range of
competence in industrial processes among permitting personnel--either EPA or
state agency--in general and in geothermal operations in particular. It is
not at all unusual for the individual responsible for regulating plants in a
given industry to admit that he has no previous experience with that industry,
a situation which could be particularly onerous in connection with the still
developing geothermal technologies. Perhaps this situation will improve as
the environmental programs mature, but for now it can be expected to ex
acerbate regulation for those industries not yet subject to uniform limita
tions.

The matter of timing in achieving permits also becomes cloudy when deci
sions must be made which are applicable to only one facility. A specific
effect of this phenomenon on geothermal operations is that regulatory agency
personnel, with near unanimity, state that they will give such facilities "a
closer look" because they are "different." Thus far, these terms have tended
to translate into longer time lapse for permit approval and/or more restric
tive requirements. If this practice continues, lead times and costs could
severely inhibit geothermal development of all types. Tight construction
schedules are needed for large new power plants and industrial uses on the
scale of pulp and paper mills because of the effect of recession/boom fluctua
tions on the heavy capital investment required. This same effect will also be
crippling to small marginal direct uses. Small users will be especially
hampered if regulatory agencies and the public equate their environmental
impacts with those of large operations, with multiple supporting production
and reinjection wells.

This air of uncertainty is likely to continue for some years unless there
is such an upsurge in geothermal activity that it achieves a higher priority
in EPA t s standard-setting schedule than it now has. And, at such time as
development justifies uniform national limitations, the variable nature of
resource will make this a difficult job indeed.

The complexity of regulations stems from several factors. First, the
number of environmental programs enacted by the Congress were conceived at
different times, under differing pressures, and without sufficient considera
tion of their interaction with the other programs, and certainly with no
consideration of geothermal interests. A proliferation of different, yet
similar, programmatic definitions, criteria, and regulatory missions resulted.
The statutes for the most part also placed very severe time limits on EPA to
develop and consolidate regulations to govern the complex and differing types
of activities under the four statutes listed above and to deal with the con
tradictions, gaps, and overlaps in their mandated programs.

This problem--complexity--is of course a problem general to all industry.
But again the newness' of geothermal' activity and questions of regulatory
applicability to an industry which was not considered in the formulation of
the regulations magnify the problem for this emerging industry.

This report can do little to solve any of these problems except to make
them more comprehensible to the geothermal community. In order to achieve
this objective, each program is examined separately to permit more specificity
in defining their requirements as they mayor may not apply to geothermal
operations and in identifying particular problem areas.
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A question and answer format is utilized in the detailed analyses in
subsequent sections as a means of raising the most significant issues involved
in each program. The "who," "why," "what," and "where" approach of the ques
tions also provides a check-list for would-be developers.

The review of state regulations applicable to the construction of new
facilities to use geothermal energy supports the following conclusions:

o Uncertainty is the prevailing factor as to the kind and amount of
information that will be required in order to obtain a permit, moni
toring requirements, and timing of permit approval/denial.

o In order to faciliate use of geothermal energy, the states should
consider use of staged information requirements to meet the unique
needs attendant to permitting production and use of this resource.

o The impacts of some small geothermal operations may be so minimal that
they will come under lawful exemption from state regulations, either
under quantitative exemption or discretionary authority to exempt
minor sources.

CONSOLIDATED PERMIT PROGRAM

This is a new program initiated by EPA to consolidate the processing of
permits required under five different programs variously established by t.he
statutes enumerated above for the control of air emissions in clean air areas,
surface and underground discharge of liquid effluents, land disposal of ha
zardous wastes, and disposal of dredged and fill material. Its theoretical
benefits to applicants include:

1) They will only have to learn one permit system.

2) The time required to obtain all permits may be accelerated.

In practice, there are built-in programmatic differences which will tend
to inhibit the approach to a single permit system, and only time and per
formance will demonstrate whether acceleration occurs or whether industry
fears that the timing of all permits will be keyed to the pace of the slowest
permit are realized. The consolidated regulations do appear to limit the use
of repeated requests for additional information to "complete" an application
as a delaying tactic. In what is believed to be a unique provision, only one
deficiency notice is allowed in any permit proceeding.

While the consolidated regulations are about 300 pages in length, they
are mostly procedural in nature. The technical regulations relating to each
type of permit are contained in other parts of the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) .

The consolidated approach applies only to permits issued by the EPA
Regional Offices in states which elect not to operate their own permit pro
grams as envisioned by the above statutes. The states are only encouraged to
adopt a similar consolidated approach.
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The permit application form to be used is consolidated only in that the
very general information required is only detailed once. The other forms are
program-specific.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETEORIORATION

This regulatory concept, commonly called PSD, is designed to protect the
air quality of areas where the ambient air is cleaner than is required by the
Clean Air Act. A major purpose of PSD is to prevent the degradation of air
quality in pristine areas such as national parks and wilderness areas. It is
thus of especial concern in the development of the geothermal resource since a
large bulk of the hydrothermal resource lies in or adjacent to such areas in
the far west.

While development is precluded within such statutorily protected areas by
the legislation establishing them and the Geothermal Steam Act, PSD permits
will be difficult to obtain for construction in their vicinity which willI
adversely impact air quality values (including visibility) within them. If a
Federal land manager demonstrates to a state that such values will be ad
versely impacted, a permit cannot be issued.

Other areas are also classified as PSD because they have attained the
ambient air quality standard for one or more pollutants. However, restric
tions on new construction will not be as severe as those relating to Class I,
or pristine areas.

PSD permits will be required in designated PSD areas for facilities such
as geothermal power plants and heating systems which will emit 250 tons or
more per year of any regulated pollutant after control equipment is applied.
The regulated pollutants include hydrogen sulfide, the most important con
taminant known to be in the resource in some areas, sulfur dioxide, parti
culate matter, and others of less concern. Certain industrial applications of
geothermal energy may be subj ect to PSD if they emit 100 tons or more per
year. The use of the resource and its production will be considered two
separate sources for determination of PSD applicability, a provision which may
reduce the number of geothermal operations subject to PSD.

For those which must obtain a PSD permit, the requirements are much more
onerous and costly than those for standard air pollution control permits.
First, all permit conditions are established on a case-by-case basis which
opens the door to inconsistent judgments which could be subjectively
influenced by prevailing local pressures. A new source review must be con
ducted which includes a complex analysis of the potential air quality impact
of the new facility, which in many cases will include a period of ambient air
monitoring, and determination of BACT, best available control technology.
BACT is more stringent than other emission limitations in several ways,
especially in that it will permit the states, or EPA, to impose construction
design and workplace practices on new facilities. This provision will not be
welcomed in any industry, and the newness of the still-developing geothermal
technologies could' pose additional problems.

PSD also imposes a new type of restriction on development in limiting
total future contributions to ambient levels of sulfur dioxide and particu
lates to established numerical increments over baseline levels. The allowable
increments vary among area classifications, and are smallest in the Class I
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pristine areas discussed above. Increments are currently divided among poten
tial new sources on a first-come-first-served basis. If increments are ex
hausted, new development can only be permitted if existing sources reduce
their emissions of sulfur dioxide or particulates, or both, as the case may
be. It is not known at this writing whether EPA will extend the increment
system to other pollutants.

The applicability of PSD to geothermal operations will depend on the
physical and chemical nature of the resource used, on the manner in which it
used, the variability of the local ad hoc interpretations of various PSD
requirements, and proximity to Class I areas. On the basis of hydrogen sul
fide alone, it can be calculated that power plants of commercial size uti
lizing a resource similar in H

2
S contamination to the steam at The Geysers and

the fluid in Imperial Valley w111 probably come under the PSDumbrella. Emis
sions of this gas to the atmosphere are reduced in binary plants, but escape
from PSD may be offset by other environmental problems. It is also estimated
that many small direct users may not be required to comply with the costly PSD
requirements which will be favorable to the marginally economic uses of
geothermal energy.

UNDERGROUND INJECTION CONTROL PROGRAM

This program (UIC) was established by the Safe Drinking Water Act to
prevent contamination of underground drinking water sources. No permit is
required for reinjection wells used in conjunction with the use of geothermal
energy in "heating or aquaculture" unless it is found that they are adversely
affecting drinking water or human health. EPA expressed the belief that "too
little is known about the practices grouped in this class (of wells) to make
them ripe for regulatory controls." It is possible that the term "heat" can
be broadly interpreted to include a range of geothermal applications.

The only geothermal reinjection wells which do require a UIC permit are
those used in conjunction with electric power generation. A permit may be
issued only for wells which will not cause or allow movement of fluid into
underground sources of drinking water.

Such sources will be designated by the states which may exempt aquifers
from the designation and thus the protection required for drinking water
because:

o The aquifer does not currently serve as a source of drinking water.

o It cannot now and will not in the future serve as a source of drinking
water because:

- it is mineral, hydrocarbon, or geothermal energy producing;

- it is situated at a depth or location which makes recovery of water
for drinking purposes economically or technologically impractical;

- it is so contaminated
nologically impractical
sumption; or

that it would be economically or tech
to render the water fit for human con-
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it is located over a Class III (which includes geothermal rein
jection wells at power plant sites) well area subject to subsidence
or catastrophic collapse.

Exemption of aquifers for any of these reasons is significant in that EPA
has left the states; free to ease the regulatory restrictions on wells dis
charging to an exempt aquifer. Particular note was made in the preamble to
the regulations that' the recent extension of the exemption to aquifers under
lying the site of a i Class III operation subject to subsidence "should make it
possible to ease the burden of Class III operations in a nUmber of cases."

The "burden" consists of a very detailed list of information require
ments, monitoring wells, potential limitations on injection pressures and/or
correction of deficient wells in the area although they do not belong to the
permittee, and stringent construction and operating standards. EPA re
cognized, however, that some of the information cannot be supplied by permit
applicants seeking to utilize geothermal energy until wells have been drilled
and tested, and thus provided for a staged permit. The three phases include:
construction, testing, and stimulation; operation; and abandonment.

These terms and the definitions of "geothermal" wells used in the regula
tions would tend to limit coverage of the UIC regulations to geothermal wells
used for the extraction of the resource since disposal wells are not speci
fically included. An EPA spokesman publicly confirmed, however, that reinjec
tion wells are intended to be covered.

In almost inviting the states to ease the regulatory burden of geothermal
wells attendant to power generation, EPA has responded to the Congressional
mandate "to assure that constraints on energy production activities ... be kept
as limited in scope as possible while still assuring the safety of present and
potential sources of drinking water."

NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM

NPDES permits limit the quantities, rates, and concentrations of pol
lutant parameters, including heat, whi~h may be discharged to surface waters.
All unpermitted discharges are unlawful; there are no "small" or "minor"
discharge exemptions.

While reinjection will probably be the most commonly preferred method of
disposing of spent 'geothermal fluids, surface discharge may provide a viable
alternative where conditions are favorable. Such conditions include purity of
resource, successive uses or other economical means of reducing temperature,
low risk of subsidense, and ample water bodies for discharge.

Obtaining an NPDES permit for surface discharge of 'geothermal effluents
from pow~r plant and direct heating sytems is hampered, however, by the lack
of established effluent limitations and new source performance standards such
as those prescribed for other industri~s on a nationwide, across-the-board
basis, thus putting all competitors on the same footing. In the absence of
such standards, the permit conditions are again established on a case-by-case
basis.
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Non-uniformity in this instance will not occur solely because of a
variety in judgmental factors, but will be compounded by the use of state
water quality standards in determining case-by-case, site-by-site permit
conditions. Such standards may vary from state to state, from one water body
to another within states according to the use for which they are classified,
and from one reach of a stream to another. Therefore, permit conditions
calculated on the basis of achieving or maintaining such standards may vary
for operations only a few miles apart on the same stream. They may also be
more stringent than EPA would feel necessary to apply to the whole industry.

It is not known whether the states or EPA will consider that the effluent
limitations and new source performance standards already established for
various industries are applicable to plants within them that use the geo
thermal resource for all or part of their energy needs or direct-contact
process water. A ruling on this issue will be required by the permitting
agency.

An advantage does paradoxically accrue to the use of geothermal energy in
new facilities in the absence of new source performance standards. In NPDES
parlance, they are not defined as "new sources" and are therefore not subject
to the environmental impact scrutiny required for new sources under the
National Environmental Policy Act.

Ocean discharge of effluents is regulated under a separate section of the
Clean Water Act and separate regulations. Permits may be issued when it is
determined that, after application of permit conditions, a discharge will not
cause unreasonable degradation of the marine environment.

DISPOSAL OF DREDGED AND FILL MATERIAL

Permits under this program are only required where plant construction
involves dredge and fill activities for water intakes and other structures and
has no bearing on the use of geothermal energy.

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Pending a two-year Congressionally mandated study by EPA of the character
of the muds and brines associated with exploration, development, and produc
tion of geothermal energy, these materials are not defined as hazardous.
Therefore, their disposal is not subject to the rigid and costly requirements
for handling of hazardous wastes. Such a study is especially needed in light
of the high degree of proprietary interest on the part of drilling mud mp"'_

facturers. Otherwise, laboratory analysis would be required in almost every
case to determine whether a given mud would be deemed hazardous due to the
presence of toxic metals and thus subject to the hazardous waste provisions of
the Resource Recovery and Conservation Act.

STATE PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS

Information Required to Obtain a Permit

While the specified information requirements for the same type of permit
vary from state to state, discretionary authority to require the production of
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any information needed by the permitting agency in order to reach its decision
has three major effects:

o It equalizes information requirements among states in that what one
state may require specifically, another can require under the discre
tionary authority.

o It provides the permitting agencies broad freedom in the types and
amount of information they can require.

o It precludes advance knowledge of specific information requirements.

The difficulty in the information requirements peculiar to geothermal
development is that all types of regulations require information which a
potential geothermal developer cannot supply until a well is drilled and
tested. In fact, it is not even known whether permits will be needed until
these activities prove a useable resource. Examples of this type of infor
mation are: estimated quantities and types of pollutants, efficiencies of
control equipment, and average and maximum pressures of fluids to be injected.
The problem is that drilling and testing of wells are themselves sources of
pollution which generally cannot be undertaken without a permit.

As noted above, EPA solved this key problem in the underground injection
control program by allowing for a staged permit. In this way, the appplicant
furnishes the information he has available at three separate points and
receives his permit conditions for the next step.

The PSD program also provides for staging of a sort in that test wells
are considered temporary sources and, as such, are not required to have a PSD
permit. Thus, the applicant has the opportunity to develop the needed infor-.
mation before filing his application.

Therefore, it appears that it might be well for the states to consider
modeling permit programs applicable to geothermal development, in addition to
UIC and PSD, after EPA's staged approach. Considerable confusion on the part
of both the developer and the control agencies might be avoided.

Monitoring Requirements

Pre-permit air and water quality monitoring requirements are similarly
discretionary and no specific mandatory requirements--in terms of the type of
monitoring or length of period required--applicable to proposed geothermal
operations were found. The effect of this is that potential developers cannot
take monitoring costs, if any, and timeframes into account in their earliest
feasibility studies.

Mandatory Time Limits

Many state regulations impose mandatory limits--such as 30 days, 180
days, etc.--on the length of time an agency may allow to elapse before it acts
on permit applications. While the intent is commendable, the effects are
diluted by the provision that the clock does not start to run until an appli
cation is "complete." Thus, applications can be hung up indefinitely by
requests for more information. Violation of the mandated limits is admittedly
frequent and is often considered "normal" procedure.
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Potential for Exemption from Permitting Requirements

It is possible that the impacts of some small direct uses of geothermal
energy may be so minimal that they may lawfully be exempt from some permit
requirements, either under specified quantitative limits or discretionary
authority to exempt minor sources. Potential users, particularly individuals,
should investigate this possibility before being frightened away by the maze
of existing regulations. If reason prevails, requirements may be more nominal
than expected in some cases.
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SECTION II

ANALYSIS OF FEDERALLY-MANDATED ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL PROCEDURES

CONSOLIDATED PERMIT PROGRAM

What is this New Program?

It is a program designed by EPA to consolidate the applications for
permits under five major programs and to establish procedures for processing
all permits needed by a facility at the same time. These programs include:

o Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) (Clean Air Act)

o Underground Injection Control (UIC) (Safe Drinking Water Act)

o National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) (Clean Water
Act)

o Hazardous Waste Management (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act)

o State Dredge and Fill ("404") (Clean Water Act)

Will all Permits Needed by Geothermal Operators be Applied for and Obtained
Under the Consolidated Program?

No. The consolidated program applies only to permits issued by EPA and
not to those issued by state agencies.

Why are Some Permits Issued by EPA and Some by State Agencies?

The Federal legislation creating the above programs envisioned that the
states would implement and enforce the statutes under their own Federally
approved programs. This is clearly the preferred mechanism. However, some
states elect not to develop and maintain implementing and enforcement pro
grams, in which case EPA retains the authority to do so.

In some instances, states will qualify to administer one or more of the
above programs but not others. ,For example, a state with approved NPDES, UIC,
and dredge and fill programs may choose to leave management of the PSD and
hazardous waste programs to EPA. In such a case, permits would be variously
obtained from the appropriate EPA Regional Office and one or more state
agencies.

EPA establishes mandatorym1n1mum requirements for state programs, but in
most cases the states may adopt more stringent requirements.

Then why was the Consolidated Permit Program Adopted?

It was EPA's intent to consolidate and unify the procedures applicable to
its own permit programs and to allow greater coordination and cooperation in
permit review and issuance between EPA and the states in instances where a
single facility requires permits from both EPA and one or more state agencies.
In addition, where appropriate, EPA will consolidate draft permits, public
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notices, public hearings, and administrative records for the permits needed by
an applicant. The program embodies the so-called "one-stop shopping" permit
ting concept.

Are States Required to Develop Consolidated Programs?

No. The regulations specifically exempt states from developing consoli
dated programs but encourage them to do so. However, as noted above-" certain
provisions of the consolidated regulations establish minimum requirements for
the procedural aspects of state programs.

Spokesmen for several state agencies interviewed for other aspects of
this project stated that they do not agree with the "consolidated" approach
and will not adopt it. Since a consolidated form does not alter the fact that
each permit must be considered by a separate program element within their
agency, these spokesmen view the "coordination" as an additonal administrative
"layer."

How does EPA Plan to Overcome this Problem in its Own Consolidated Program?

Centralized permit processing units comprised of representatives of the
various program elements are being established in each EPA Regional Office,
and files on permit applications will be consolidated.

Will the Consolidated Process Expedite Permit Issuance?

If the comparison is drawn between the time required to obtain all of the
permits needed by a new facility under the consolidated approach with the time
lapse involved in obtaining them separately, the new concept may result in
some acceleration. EPA considers this the important consideration since four
of the five types of permits are construction permits, (dredge and fill is the
exception) and all of them are necessary before construction can begin. Thus,
EPA believes the timing of the last, rather than the first, permit is the most
critical because it completes the environmental specifications for the con
struction and provides the firm basis for final planning and financing.

Industry, on the other hand, fears that the consolidated procedure will
tend to slow down the entire permitting process to the pace of the slowest
permit. Only time and practice will indicate whether improved permitting
schedules evolve from consolidation.

The "kicker" in this permit proceeding, and most others as discussed in
Section III, is that most procedural steps do not start until an application
is deemed "complete." However, use of this mechanism as a delaying tactic
appears to be inhibited somewhat in the consolidated regulations in that the
permitting agency is limited to only one deficiency notice in any given permit
proceeding. There is no binding limitation on how long EPA or the states may
take to issue the notice , although Section 124.3 of the regulations requires
the permitting agency to set and make public a nonbinding schedule for
decision making for each new project. In addition, under the consolidated
approach, the completeness of one permit application does not depend on the
completion of another (40 CFR, 122.4(c))--e.g., if the UIC application were
deemed complete, processing on it could begin while more information is sought
for the PSD application.
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Are there Benefits to Geothermal Developers in the Consolidated Regulations?

Perhaps, but they are difficult to discern at this juncture. Theoreti
cally, costs of preparing the "standard" permit application form will be
reduced, and "standardized" permit processing procedures will require permit
tees to learn only one procedure.

In actual practice, however, more than "one" procedure will be utilized
since there are inherent programmatic differences, as explained by the
voluminous regulations establishing the consolidated program. In addition,
the forms to be used in applying for EPA-issued permits are not "standardized"
for all permits. Only a two-page form, shown in Appendix A, applies across
the-board to all permits. The subsequent forms are permit-specific and are
considered by EPA as separate documents. Approved state programs are allowed
to develop their own application forms but must require as a minimum the same
information solicited on EPA's forms.

The supplementary form for existing industrial sources applying for an
NPDES permit is shown in Appendix B. The form for new industrial dischargers
has not yet been finalized as is the case with the PSD and UIe forms.

The NPDES application form is the only one which is a revision of a
previously existing form since all of the other programs are relatively new.
The major change in this form is distinctly inimical to the interests of
geothermal developers utilizing a relatively pure resource since the old short
form for "simple discharges" has been abandoned. EPA notes in its preamble to
the forms that "some of the more burdensom requirements will immediately be
understood not to apply to simple, non-toxic discharges and therefore may be
marked "Not Applicable." Even so, the formidable appearance of the form shown
in Appendix B would not immediately be discerned as a benefit.

The programmatic differences are illustrated in Figures 1, 2, and 3,
taken from the regulations. It will be noted that the differences occur
primarily in appeal procedures, which are perhaps the most significant proce
dures to geothermal developers since they provide recourse when permit condi
tions established on a case-by-case basis are considered unreasonable.

Most of the procedures outlined in Figures 1 through 3 are self
explanatory although a few terms have special meanings within the consolidated
program. These include:

o Statement of Basis - A statement ml,lst be prepared setting forth the
basis for every draft permit (or notice of intent to deny the permit)
for which a "fact sheet" is not prepared. It briefly describes the
derivation of the draft permit conditions and the reasons for them (or
reasons supporting tentative denial). Although Figure I does not so
indicate, a notice of intent to deny a permit is processed in the same
manner as draft permits.

o Fact Sheet - A fact sheet is required for draft permits for "major"
facilities, which, except in PSD, is a designation for administrative
purposes only and does not relate to size of facility, and for those
subject to widespread public concern or which raise major issues. The
fact sheet is considerably more detailed than the statement of basis.
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Figure 1

EPA CONSOLIDATED PERMIT PROCEDURE
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Figure 2

EPA PERMIT APPEAL PROCEDURE
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Figure 3

EPA NON-ADVERSARY APPEAL PROCEDURE
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o Evidentiary Hearing - A formal hearing under Section 554 of the Admin
istrative Procedures Act (APA). It is available when NPDES permits
are contested, and may be extended to closely related conditions of a
UIC or RCRA permit. PSD permits are never subject to this type of
hearing (EPA-issued UIC, RCRA, and PSD permit conditions are appealed
to the EPA Administrator.)

o Panel Hearing - This is also a formal hearing, but non-adversary,
which may be used by EPA in making NPDES, RCRA, or UIC permit deci
sions, and parties subject to an evidentiary hearing may agree to use
the panel hearing instead.

The programmatic differences become much more dramatic when the issuance
of EPA-issued NPDES permits are deemed to be subject to the Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-190) (NEPA). The complex procedures set in motion
by thi~ determination are illustrated in Figure 4. It is emphasized, however,
that NPDES permits for the discharge of effluents from geothermal power plants
and direct heating systems are not subject to NEPA, as discussed in con
siderable detail below, although such permits for some industrial uses may be
subject to tuis process.

Even when permit issuance is not subject to NEPA, permits of all
varieties are subject to public participation and litigation which, in con
troversial situations, can amount to almost the same thing. "Scare" stories
on the odor of geothermal resources, for example, can engender prolonged
public controversy.

Are all of the Regulations Pertaining to the Five Types of Permits Contained
in the Consolidated Regulations?

No, the consolidated regulations are mostly procedural in nature. In
addition to the 300 pages establishing this program published in the Federal
Register of 19 May 1980 (40 CFR, Parts 122, 123, 124, and l25)--with more to
come as other program elements and forms are completed--there are separate
technical regulations covering each of the permit programs which aggregate to
several hundred additional pages. They will be cited in the following
program-specific discussions.

Whatever else might be said about the total package of regulations, it
can be observed here that it discriminates against the small potential user of
geothermal energy who does not have a corporate legal staff to determine the
applicability of the various provisions to his proposed activities.

Will EPA Always Use the Consolidated Approach?

No, its use is discretionary, and consolidation can occur at any point in
the permitting process. The applicant may request consolidation and great
weight will be given to the request. He may not, however, veto consolidated
action.

Are Appl~cation Filing Dates the Same for All Programs?

No. The deadline for NPDES applications for new facilities is 180 days
prior to start-up; for RCRA, 180 days before any physical construction; for
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UIC, a reasonable time prior to construction of a new well; and for PSD, prior
to commencement of construction.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION REGULATIONS

What is PSD?

"PSD" is the common acronym for the air pollution control concept of
"prevention of significant deterioration" in the air quality of areas where
the ambient air is cleaner than required by the Clean Air Act. This concept
grew out of the stated statutory purpose of earlier air pollution control
legislation to "protect and enhance" the quality of the nation I s air re
sources. The impetus to push the concept into the courts and finally into
legislation in 1977 was provided by the fact that the Federal air pollution
control program then focused solely on reducing pollutant levels in areas
already in violation of ambient air quality standards, now known as nonattain
ment areas. The strict emission controls to be imposed in those areas, it was
felt, would tend to push industry to new locations where little or no develop
ment had occurred, and where its emissions would permit the air quality to
remain in compliance, but would, nonetheless, degrade pristine areas.

The effort to curb this eventuality has resulted in one of the most com
plex and restrictive of the environmental limitations placed on new industrial
facilities--the PSD permit system. The system, to be implemented by EPA until
states qualify to manage their own PSD programs, is designed to severely limit
pollution emissions from new sources in clean air areas, or, at its most
extreme, prevent sources of pollution from being constructed.

The PSD program is of special importance in the development of the geo
thermal resource since virtually all construction for the purpose of utilizing
geothermal energy will be new construction as defined in Part C of Title I of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 (P.L. 95-95, as amended by P.L. 95-190).
In addition, it is predicted that PSD will exert its greatest impact in the
pristine areas of the western "geothermal" states.

The technical PSD permit requirements are contained in 40 CFR, Parts 51
and 52 (Federal Reglster, 7 August 1980). These parts also set forth the
minimum requirements for state administered PSD programs in issuing permits.

What Facilities Require PSD Permits?

The full burden of PSD falls only on new construction projects which
qualify as major sources of a regulated pollutant or pollutants. A major
stationary source is one which:

o emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
air pollutant regulated under the Clean Air Act and is one of the
specified types of industrial sources

o emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons per year or more of any
regulated air pollutant (40 CFR, 5l.24(b)(i)(i)).

The list of specified industries, shown in Table 1, does not include geo
thermal production or its use in electric power generation, direct heating/
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TABLE 1

INDUSTRIES SUBJECT TO PSD lOO-TON PER YEAR CUTOFF POINT*
(Primary Industries)

Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers)

Kraft pulp mills

Portland cement plants

Primary zinc smelters

Iron and steel mills

Primary aluminum ore reduction plants

Primary copper smelters

Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 25
tons/day of refuse

Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants

Petroleum refineries

Lime plants

Phosphate rock processing plants

Coke oven batteries

Sulfur recovery plants

Carbon black plants (furnace process)

Primary lead smelters

Fuel conversion plants

Sintering plants

Secondary metal production plants

Chemical processing plants

Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage
capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels

Taconite ore processing plants

Glass fiber processing plants

Charcoal production plants

* The list also includes fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants and
fossil fuel boilers of more than 250 million Btu/hour heat input.
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cooling systems, or agriculture/aquaculture. Thus, such facilities do not
need a PSD permit unless they have the potential to emit 250 tons or more
annually of any regulated pollutant or pollutants. However, it is assumed
that where geothermal energy is used to supply all or part of the energy needs
for industrial facilities of the types listed in Table 1, such facilities
would be subject to the 100-ton limitation.

The "potential to emit" is defined as the maximum capacity of a facility
to emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design capacity after
the application of air pollution control equipment and/or restrictions on
hours of operation and types or amounts of materials consumed, stored, or
processed. In order to determine applicability, the following calculations
are required for all geothermal operations in PSD areas:

o the quantity of each contaminant present in the geothermal resource
which will be generated as emissions, as well as total particulate
emissions to be generated (excluding fugitive emissions)

o the percentage reduction achievable by the application of control
equipment and operating characteristics

o the quantity of pollutants which will become airborne.

Well testing may be a necessary part of this determination. The test
wells will not be considered new sources for PSD because they are defined as
"temporary" sources and are exempt from PSD requirements.

If the calculated controlled emissions of facilities not on the list in
Table 1 do not exceed 250 tons of a regulated pollutant, a state construction
and operating permit issued under an approved implementation plan is all that
is needed insofar as air emissions are concerned. If the emissions of a
listed facility utilizing geothermal energy will exceed 100 tons per year,
inquiry should be made to the state control agency or EPA as to PSD appli
cability.

To obtain credit for pollutant reductions resulting from control equip
ment and operating limitations, such reductions must be Federally
enforceable--i.e., required by state or Federal regulations and/or included as
an enforceable permit condition. While EPA included this provision, insofar
as it relates to control equipment, to ensure proper operation and main
tenance, it could possibly work to the advantage of the applicant in limited
cases. For example, if the annual emissions of hydrogen sulfide (H S)--so far
the most important contaminant in geothermal resources--were calcufated at or
slightly over 250 tons, and additional reductions were achievable through the
installation of more effective control equipment than required by state or
Federal regulatiohs, its use, if cQvered by a correspondingly more stringent
enforceable permit limitation on emissions, could result in calculated emis
sions below 250 tons and relief from PSD. The major consideration then would
be the relative economics of escape from PSD requirements vis-a-vis the cost
of installing and maintaining the extra control equipment. Similarly, an
adjustment in operating hours might bring emissions to below the cutoff point
in a marginal situation.
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Modifications to existing sources are also subject to PSD review if they
will result in a "significant net increase" in the potential emissions of any
regulated pollutant. "Net" increase means an increase which is not offset by
reductions in the emisssions of the same pollutant or pollutants by the exist
ing source (40 CFR 51.24(b)(3) and 52.2l(b)(3)). If the emissions of an
addition or expansion are entirely offset by contemporaneous emission reduc
tions, the new construction is not considered a modification for PSD purposes.
Only an actual physical change in, or change in the method of operation, of a
major source may be considered in calculating contemporaneous decreases. It
will be exceedingly important to determine the prevailing interpretation of
this offset policy when planning a plant expansion.

"Significant" is defined in terms of de minimis thresholds for each
regulated pollutant (40 CFR Sl.24(b)(21) and 52.21(b)(21)). For example, if
the additional annual H2S emissions of the plant expansion are calculated at
less than 10 tons, the net increase is not significant and the expansion is
not subject to PSD.

The final definition of the term "source" may benefit large applications
of the geothermal resource in that a power plant or an industrial use, for
example, would be considered a separate "source" from the supporting well
field. As separate sources, the likelihood of PSD application is decreased
since each one could emit up to 250 tons, or 100 tons as the case may be, of a
regulated pollutant without being subject to its requirements.

To constitute a single source, all buildings or structures must belong to
the same industrial grouping (i.e., Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
Major (2-digit) Group); must be located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties; and be under t;.he control of the same person (or persons under
common control) (40 CFR 51.24(b)(5)(6)). Either the first or the last of
these criteria, or both, may result in the separate source determination.
While no SIC classification for geothermal exploration, drilling, and produc
tion was found, and it is thus assumed that these functions fall into SIC
9999, Unclassified Establishments, they are a logical extension of Major Group
13 covering these same operations connected with oil and gas. Power pl~nts

fall into Major Group 49, pulp and paper mills in Major Group 26, and frozen
and canned food products, Group 20, for example. The common control factor
may also dictate the same determination in that the resource may be produced
by one corporate entity and used by another.

Another change in the final version of the regulations also appears
favorable to geothermal operations. In earlier proposals, an aggregation of
new minor sources on the site of a minor source (less than 250 or 100 tons per
year of a regulated pollutant, depending on type source) which collectively
reached the cutoff point, would result in the whole facility becoming "major"
and subject to PSD. This is no longer the case. For example, if an initial
well is a minor source, an aggregation of additional wells qualifying as minor
sources will not change its classification.

For now, geothermal operators will not be required to consider fugitive
emissions in the calculation of annual emissions for purposes of the "major"
source determination. Fugitive emissions are defined as those which could not
reasonably pass through an opening which the owner or operator uses for venti
lation, such as a stack, chimney, roof vent, or roof monitor. This means that
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fugitive emissions at the well head and fugitive dust, for example, will not
be included in the annual tonnage for purposes of determining whether the
source falls under the 250- or 100-ton cutoff. This situation will almost
certainly change as EPA develops better techniques for quantifying these
emissions.

How Is PSD More Onerous Than Other Permitting Programs? An Overview

If it is calculated that a new unlisted geothermal facility has the
potential to emit 250 tons or more per year of any regulated pollutant (100
tons for a listed industrial source), or that a modification to an existing
facility will generate a significant net increase, the burden of PSD begins
with a new source review (NSR) before a permit application is filed. The
requirements of this review are compared with typical requirements for obtain
ing construction and/or operating permits under traditional types of air
pollution control regulations in Table 2.

Perhaps the most onerous provision shown in the table to industry gen
erally is mandated best available control technology (BACT). This is a higher
degree of control than is called for under other regulations and may add
considerably to the cost of any new construction subject to the requirement.
This is not a prospect welcomed by any industry, but it could be a more prohi
bitive factor in marginally economic proposed geothermal operations than in
more established industries.

On the other hand, the adverse effect of the case-by-case approach of PSD
may be far greater in those established industries already subject to across
the-board standards which put all competitors on the same footing, as dis
cussed earlier. The application of unequal case-by-case requirements could
have a highly detrimental effect on competitive balance and industry growth.
In the absence of such standards for geothermal, permit limitations will be
developed on an ad hoc basis anyway. And, in light of the stringency to be
expected in some areas, there may be little difference between BACT and the
limits the permitting agency would require under other regulations.

Ideally, case-by-case determinations will be knowledgeable, practicable,
and reasonable within the intent of the psn concept, and consistent to the
extent possible in achieving its purpose. From a real-world standpoint, the
departure from uniform standards applicable to all sources within a class of
sources opens the door to a wide range of determinations, subject to a number
of subjective, rather than technological, factors. For example, the direction
of public or media pressures at a given time could influence the BACT determi
nation for a specific new source.

The· new power of the environmental agencies under BACT to impose con
struction design and workplace practices also· departs from the performance
standard which establishes a uniform emission limitation, and leaves it to the
source to determine the most feasible and economic means to achieve it. This
approach also opens a potential Pandora's box of inconsistent judgments made
by control agency personnel with little or no knowledge of or experience in
the processes involved in geothermal operations.

The concept of dividing among new sources an allowable amount of air
pollution in a specified area (called an "increment") is also new. Similarly,
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF PSD NEW SOURCE REVIEW WITH TYPICAL
REQUIREMENTS FOR PERMITS UNDER OTHER STATE/FEDERAL

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL REGULATIONS

PSD Other

An analysis to determine the best available
control technology (BACT)

The control agency, EPA or the state, evaluates on a
case-by-case basis, the energy, environmental, economic
and other costs, and the benefit of emission reductions
achievable with each technology. Emission limitations
are then specified that reflect the maximum degree of
reduction for each regulated pollutant to be emitted.
In addition, if the reviewing authority determines that
there is no economically reasonable or technologically
feasible means to accurately measure the emissions, and
hence to impose an enforceable emission standard, it may
require the proposed source to use source design, alterna
tive equipment, work practices, and operational standards
to reduce emissions to the maximum extent.

An analysis of ambient air quality

This analysis must demonstrate that the emissions of a
new source or modification of an existing source will
not violate either applicable ambient air quality
standards or the applicable PSD increment, a new
mechanism for setting a maximum allowable increase in
pollutant concentration in a PSD area (see page ).
Up to one year of monitoring'may be required for
pollutants subject to ambient air quality standards
and dispersion modeling will be required for other
pollutants. Sources which will emit sulfur dioxide
or particulates will have to compute how much increment
for those pollutants is available to them. If there is
none, the permit cannot be approved unless an existing
source reduces its emissions of these pollutants.

Emission limitations are imposed across-the
board on all sources, or all similar sources,
in an industry, and the individual source
complies with the most suitable and economic
technology for the source. There are no plant
by-plant requirements and no interference in how
individual plants are built or operated.

Monitoring can be required in all states
to determine whether air quality standards will
will be exceeded. If violation is indicated,
additional emission reductions will be required.
There is no mechanism for allotting incremental
increases in pollutant concentrations among
sources or to make the construction of a source
dependent upon the actions of others.



TABLE 2--Continued

An analysis of impacts to soils, vegetation,
and visibility

As a part of this analysis, the applicant must also
consider the associated impacts from general commercial,
residential, industrial, and other growth.

Determination of no impact on a Class I area

An environmental analysis such as this is
performed on Federal land before geothermal
development can commence by the leasing agencies,
not the applicant. Some states--e.g., California
and Montana--impose such a procedure on new
development.

Pristine areas such as national parks and wilderness No related requirement.
fall into this category (see page ). If the Federal
land manager demonstrates that emissions from the pro
posed source would impair air quality related values (in
cluding visibility), he may recommend denial of the permit
even though the emission levels would not cause a violation
of an allowable increment.,

Public participation in consideration of application

Public notice and a public comment period are required
before the PSD review agency takes 'final action on the
permit application. A public hearing may be held if
requested or at the discretion of the control agency.

Time initiation of construction

Once a PSD permit is obtained, construction must start
within a reasonable period (typically 18 months) or the
permit will be invalidated.

Some states have similar provisions.

This is a typical requirement in most
western states.



placing the burden on existing sources, in areas where the increment has all
been used, to further reduce their emissions so that new development may occur
is without precedent except for a related offset policy imposed in nonattain
ment, or "dirty", areas. The difficulties inherent in implementing the incre
ment approach are discussed in detail below.

Finally, the prohibition on construction which will adversely affect the
air quality related values (including visibility) of Class I areas--national
parks, wilderness, etc.--could, o~ a site-by-site basis--constitute the most
important inhibition to geothermal development embraced in the PSD concept.
This is true because such a preponderance of the resource underlies very
remote, pristine terrain.

All of the terms used in this brief overview are defined in the following
discussions, and the inherent problems are delineated in detail.

What Are Regulated Pollutants?

The regulated pollutants are those which are subject to:

o air quality criteria and thus ambient air quality standards

o a standard of performance for new stationary sources (NSPS)

o a hazardous air pollutant emission standard.

The list assembled in accordance with this definition is as follows:

Column 1

particulate matter

sulfur dioxide

ozone

hydrocarbons

carbon monoxide

oxides of nitrogen

lead
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Column 2

asbestos

beryllium

fluorides

mercury

vinyl chloride

sulfuric acid mist

hydrogen sulfide

methyl mercaptan

dimethyl sulfide

dimethyl disulfide

carbon disulfide

carbonyl sulfide



Column 1 lists the so-called "criteria" pollutants which are also the
subject of ambient air quality standards; Column'2 lists the pollutants which
are regulated under NSPS or hazardous pollutant standards.

Hydrogen sulfide is on the list of "regulated" pollutants by virtue of
the fact that there is a new source performance standard governing the H2S
emissions of petroleum refineries. It is EPA I S interpretation that this 1.S

sufficient basis to extend PSD coverage to this pollutant, and it is this
interpretation, more than any other, that is likely to bring some geothermal
facilities under the PSD "umbrella."

The 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments direct EPA to consider regulating
several other specific pollutants. Aresenic and cadmium are probably the most
important ones to geothermal development.

Where Does PSD Apply?

All areas of the country are classified as PSD (clean) or nonattainment
(dirty) areas. Contrary to popular opinion, PSD areas are those in which the
national ambient air quality standards for any of the pollutants listed in
Column 1 above have been attained. Designation does not hinge on levels of
particulate ~nd sulfur dioxide alone. Further, if there are insufficient data
available to support classification--attainment or nonattainment--an area is
considered a PSD area. Conversely, a nonattainment area is one in which one
or more ambient air quality standards are being violated.

Since designation is pollutant-specific, an area may be both a PSD and a
nonattainment area at the same time. For example, if the air quality of an
area meets the carbon monoxide standard, it is a PSD area; if it is not in
compliance with the particulate standard, it is a nonattainment area; and both
sets of standards apply to new construction. The significant difference in
such areas is that a facility will be subject to PSD if it generates emissions
exceeding 250 tons (or 100 tons for listed facilities) per year of any of the
above regulated pollutants, unless the pollutant is the one for which the area
was designated nonattainment. A source is subject to nonattainment review
only if its emissions exceed the size cutoff for the particular pollutant
exceeding a national ambient air quality standard.

Nonattainment areas are thus of less concern to potential geothermal
operators--at least insofar as the nature of the resource is now known--for
several reasons. First, there is no ambient air standard for hydrogen sul
fide, and the standards for particulates and, possibly, sulfur dioxide are the
only other standards of this type which will bear on geothermal emissions.
The remaining air quality standards are related primarily to motor vehicle
emissions. Second, violations of the particulate standards, and thus designa
tion of nonattainment areas on this basis, occur mainly in heavily indus
trialized areas which are not the present major focus of geothermal production
and use.

Further, EPA has apparently virtually abandoned the use of the ambient
air quality standard to trigger state emission standards in favor of the new
source performance standard route (Section III, Clean Air Act). Thus, it
appears unlikely that new standards of this type will be adopted which would
in turn force the creation of nonattainment areas where the pollutant of
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concern would impede construction of geothermal facilities. This is not to
say that nonattainment areas will never present a problem anywhere, but only
to indicate that they are a relatively minor concern compared with PSD for
geothermal operations.

Persons interested in developing and utilizing geothermal energy should,
as a first step in their planning, determine the status of the land area to be
utilized from the appropriate EPA Regional Office.

What Is Class I Area?

A Class I area is the category of area which is subject to the strictest
degree of control under PSD. Class II allows for moderate industrial growth,
and Class III embraces the already industrialized areas where, within limits,
the greatest degree of industrial expansion will be permitted.

The Act established certain lands as mandatory permanent Class I areas.
These include:

o international parks

o national wilderness areas of over 5,000 acres

o national memorial parks of over 5,000 acres

o national parks of over 6,000 acres

which were in existence on August 7, 1977. The list of areas falling into
these categories were published in the Federal Register of 3 November 1977,
and are shown in Appendix C.

This list supports the conclusion drawn in the earlier in this section
that the greatest impact of PSD will be felt in the far west. Of the total of
39 national parks included on the list, 25 are in the "geothermal" states
covered by this report and represent nearly four million of the approximately
5.5 million acres of national parks listed. These states also embrace 90 of
the 121 wilderness areas listed, accounting for 11. 4 million acres out of a
total of 12.5 million.

In addition, the Act (Sec. 164(d)) directed the Secretary of the Interior
to review "all national monuments, primitive areas, and national preserves"
and to recommend any appropriate areas for redesignation as Class I where air
quality related values are important attributes of the area." His recommenda
tions were published in the Federal Register of 7 September 1979. The areas
in the states to which this report is addressed recommended for redesignation
as Class I are shown in Appendix D.

States may on their own volition redesignate areas as Class I, although
the concurrence of the Federal land manager is required when Federal lands are
involved. A survey of the air pollution control agencies of the subj ect
states indicates that there is currently no widespread move in this direction.
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How Are Areas Redesignated?

All areas, except those statutorily defined as permanent Class I areas,
are inititally classified as Class II. It is then left to the state or Indian
tribe to reflect its own desires for limiting or encouraging development by
reclassifying areas as Class I or Class III, respectively. In both instances,
what amounts to an environmental impact statement on the effects of the pro
posed redesign~tion must be prepared and a public hearing held in the affected
area. Class III designation additionally requires:

o approval by the state governor after consultation with the state
legislature

o legislation approving the change enacted by local governments repre
senting a majority of the area's residents.

How Will Classification Affect Geothermal Development?

The stringency of the PSD limitations and, in fact, permission to locate
industrial facilities at all in some locations, hinges on the classification
of the area. Insofar as particulate matter and S02 are concerned, classifica
tionbrings into play the new emission control oevice, called "increments,"
discussed above. An increment is a maximum allowable increase over baseline
ambient concentrations of a pollutant, ~hich, in eff~ct, ~stablishes a
numerical limit on the increase qf that pollutant which will be permitted
through the combined contributions of all new development in a PSD area. Put
another way, all future construction will have to share the established incre
ment for pn and SO in the area, and if in time the increment is used up, no
new development wit1 be possible unless an existing source or sources reduce
their contribution.

The allowable increment varies according to the classes of PSD area.
Table 3 illustrates the relative degree of control stringency among them. The
effects of Class I on future development which will generate particulates
and/or S02 are readily discernible.

If this stringency were applicable only within Class I areas, it would
ex~rt little or no ~ffect on geq~he~a~ development since development of this
resource is otherwise precluded in these areas. Industrial development is
prohibited in national parks an? soon will be precluded in wilderness areas,
and the Geothermal Steam Act express.~y forbids geothermal development on lands
in national recreation areas, fish Q;ltcheries, wildlife and game ranges,
wildlife management or waterfowl pr:oductiqn ar~as, or lands acquired or re
served for the protection and con~ervation of fish and wildlife that are
threatened with extinction (P.L. 91-581, &ec. l5(c)).

But, iss4ance of a PSD permit for a new source outside a Class I area is
dependent on its impact on "the ai.r: quality'" related values (including visi
bility)" of the Class I area, and even· the potential effects of de minimis
pollutants must be investigated if the source or modification proposed is
within 10 miles. In fact, if a Federal land manager demonstrates to the state
that the impact of the source will be adverse to "air quality-related values
(including visibility)," even though the source's emission will not cause an
increment to be violated in the Class I area, a permit shall not be issued
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TABLE 3

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCREASES
UNDER PSD INCREMENT SYSTEM

Primary Ambient
Air Quality

Class I II III Standard
IJg7m3 IJg/m3 IJg/m3 IJg/m3

Particulate Matter

Annual mean 5 19 37 75
24 hr max 10 37 75 260

S02

Annual mean 2 20 40 80
24 hr max 5 91 182 365
3 hr max* 25 512 700 1300

* The 3 hr max figure for S02 represents the secondary standard rather than
a primary standard.
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Section l65(d)(2)(c)(ii). This provison is not limited to emissions of
particulate matter and sulfur dioxide and embraces adverse effects of any
regulated pollutant. Its effect will depend on how the term "demonstrate" is
defined by the states and the level of proof required. This provision offers
conservative land managers and those hostile to development an opportunity to
seriously delay construction if not to avoid it altogether. (In the preamble
to related proposed regulations, Visibility Protection for Federal Class I
Areas (Federal Register, 22 May 1980), EPA stated that water vapor will not be
considered visual impairment unless it is combined with other substances such
as sulfur or nitrogen dioxide.)

Neither the Act nor the regulations require the Federal land manager to
withhold other types of permits which he is responsible for issuing in cases
where the reviewing authority (EPA or the state) does not agree that adverse
effects would occur. However, EPA points out that the regulations do not
prohibit this form of "affirmative" action.

The other side of this coin is a provision whereby a permit can be issued
to a new source even though its emissions will cause or contribute to concen
trations which exceed the allowable ClassIincrement. The prerequisite is
demonstration by the applicant, and certification by the Federal land manager,
that the emissions will have no adverse impact on the air quality-related
values of the Class I lands (including visibility), the increment violation
notwithstanding. If such a permit is issued, limitations must be applied to
assure that emissions of PM and S02 do not exceed the following increments:

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCREASE
(micrograms per cubic meter)

Particulate matter

Annual mean
24 hr max

Annual mean
24 hr max
3 hr max

19
37

20
91

325

A further variance from maximum short-term sulfur dioxide peak levels (24
hours or 1~ss) is available when the Goverhor of the state and the Federal
land manager concur that the variance would not adversely affect the air
quality related values of the Class I area (including visibility). If the
Federal land manager does not concur, the President acts as a referee between
the two.

The degree of relief offered by these variances appears dependent on the
importance of the specific facility whose -impact is in question and how long
the PSD applicant can afford to wait for resolution of these issues. It seems
safe to observe that they were not designed to assist the geothermal industry
as it is now constituted.
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Whether the use of the increments will be expanded to other pollutants is
not known. The Act only directs EPA to promulgate regulations to prevent the
significant deterioration of air quality by emissions of all pollutants for
which national ambient air quality standards are established. It does not
specifically require the classification of areas and setting of increments for
the other pollutants. In any event, the balance of those subject to existing
standards (listed in Column 1) will not be of concern to geothermal operations
and no new ambient standards on other pollutants are expected for the reasons
stated in the discussion "Where Does PSD Apply?"

Problems of development in Class II areas, which for the foreseeable
future will account for the bulk of the land, will depend on:

o their proximity to Class I areas and the air transport between
\,

o availability of applicable pollutant increment

o local sentiment toward the proposed construction.

It is uncertain at this time whether Class III designation will ever be
of concern to geothermal development. First, the process for redesignation of
Class II areas to Class III is subject to several procedural and political
obstacles which will severely limit Class III designation. In addition, these
areas are already heavily industrialized and use of geothermal in such areas
could hinge on factors such as the following:

o continued availability of conventional fuels

o discovery of a local geothermal resource, the use of which is deter
mined to be feasible and economic

o sufficient delay in the development of other alternative sources of
energy to make geothermal the most attractice alternative source to
industry where it is available.

How Will Increments Be Allocated?

The increments of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide emissions will,
for now, be allocated by EPA on a first-come, first-served basis after consul
tation with the states. EPA has, however, encouraged the states, in develop
ing their PSD programs, to examine alternative approaches to the allocation of
available increments in order to provide for their own development planning
and individual growth objectives. These alternatives include:

o Marketable Permits - a permit which permits the source to sell a
portion of its permit proportional to the degree to which it reduces
emissions below the level specified in the original permit. The
theory behind this approach is that it provides an incentive to
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greater emission redu~tion at the selling facility while permitting
the buyer to utilize a means of compliance which is cheaper than its
own cost of reduction.

o Emission Density Zoning - a land classification based on the quantity
of pollutants which could be emitted over the land. Each acre of land
would translate to a fixed quantity of allowable emissions, and
sources would purchase the air rights to enough land to cover their
emissions. More expensive air rights, in areas of heavy demand,
would, EPA feels, lead to higher levels of control since more costly
control equipment would be justified in order to buy the remaining air
rights.

o Emission Fees - fees charged to a source according to the quantity of
pollutants it emits. The intent is to provide the economic incentive
to minimize pollution.

What Are The Problems in Administering Increments?

There are many--both for the applicant and the administering agency. The
first one is in establishing the baseline ambient concentration which is used,
in an abstract sense, to establish the starting point for defining significant
deterioration.

This factor is to be determined at the time after August 7, 1977 (date of
the Act) of the first application for a major source in the PSD area in which
the source would be constructed or on which it would have an air quality
impact of one microgram per cubic meter of a pollutant or greater. It is a
pollutant-specific concentration; a plant that is a "major" source because of
its potential particulate emissions will not set the baseline in motion for
sulfur dioxide.

The baseline concentration generally includes actual source emissions,
with some exclusions, estimated from source records or other sources of infor
mation. This is the "actual emission" concept. It is not based on ambient
air quality monitoring, however, even though the applicant may be required to
monitor one or more pollutants for some period of time, as discussed below.

In effect, no baseline will be formally established. Instead, increment
consumption will be tracked by tallying changes in the emission levels
(increases or decreases) contributing to the baseline concentration and in
creases in emissions due to new sources. Thus, a PSD permit applicant will
have to determine from a record book how much of the increment is left, if
any, and EPA or the state will determine how much of the available total will
be allocated to him. As noted above, this allocation will be on a first-come,
first-served basis as long as EPA is administering the program. The date of
application fixes the right to available PSD increment.

It is difficult to perceive a program that would be more difficult to
implement in areas' where more and more sources develop with a proliferation of
emission additions and subtractions. In view of the deficiencies of most
Federal and state recordkeeping systems, this will be a nightmarish situation.
It will not be as large a problem to geothermal activity in remote areas where
little other development occurs, but this advantage may be offset, in some
cases, by the existence of Class I areas in those regions.
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Another complexity of the increment concept is that the states have the
authority to expand available PSD increments in an area by requiring emission
reductions from existing sources. Assuming that this were the only way for a
new source to be constructed, unless the existing sources stood to benefit
from it in some way, there would be considerable protest and no doubt lengthy
litigation. Meanwhile, new construction would be at a standstill.

What Are the Required Air Quality Analysis Procedures?

The required air quality analysis centers on whether pollutant emissions
from a new source will cause or contribute to violation of any national am
bient air quality standard or any increment. Whether or not the analysis
imposes a special burden may vary widely, since the procedural requirements of
this exercise will again be determined on a case-by-case basis.

On the one hand, the preamble to the final regulations (Federal Register,
7 August 1980, 52724) states that monitoring will generally be required only
for the criteria pollutants--for all practical purposes in geothermal oper
ations these are limited to particulates and sulfur dioxide--and that math
ematical modeling will be used to perform the analyses for the other regulated
pollutants. Conversely, it is stated 1) that the use of "existing repre
sentative air quality data" will be permitted in lieu of monitoring in some
cases, and 2) that monitoring may be required for non-criteria pollutants if
an acceptable monitoring method is available. Hydrogen sulfide is considered
to be in that category.

Monitoring is not to be required on the pollutants to be emitted in de
minimis amounts, and a new source can also be exempted from monitoring
requirements if it shows either that existing air pollution in the source
impact area or its projected impact in the affected area is de minimis. Yet,
the exemption is not automatic, requiring special case-by-case approval,
especially where there is 1) an apparent threat to an applicable PSD increment
or ambient air quality standard or 2) an adverse impact on a Class I area.

EPA has established modeling as the means for determining the impact of
the projected emissions. If applicants accept the assumptions and constraints
of an EPA-required model, and these factors do not reflect the actual sit
uation, serious overpredictions or underpredictions may occur. On the other
hand, an applicant seeking to depart from the recommended models may do so
only if EPA finds the substitute model comparable (See EPA's Workbook
for the Comparison of the Air Quality Models). This alternative may lead to
considerable delay and inconsistent acceptance of the substitute among EPA
regions.

In the case of geothermal operations, well tests, if they have not
already occurred, may be required prior to modeling in order to derive the
values to be used in the models.

The length of the monitoring period, .if required, is also variable-- from
a minimum of four months up to one year before the application is filed.
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Is Post-Construction Monitoring Required?

The requirement for post-construction monitoring is discretionary. If
required, it will be used to validate and refine models, and, to some extent,
to determine the effects of source emissions on consumption of allowable
increments.

What Are the Procedures for Determining Impacts on Vegetation, Etc.?

No guidelines have been promulgated as yet on the scope of the analysis
required on vegetation, soils, visibility, and other factors or the impact of
growth anticipated to occur as a result of the proposed construction. If
these requirements are decided on a case-by-case basis, severe inequities
could result.

This is especially true in the case of geothermal activities due to the
prevailing "closer look" attitude among regulators.

What Are De Minimis Pollutants?

De minimis pollutants are those emitted in insignificant amounts as
established under a pollutant-specific de minimis exemption system that ex
cludes or limits review of proposed construction with emissions or air quality
impacts below specified values. This system may have several favorable ef
fects. First, if the annual emission of a given pollutant on the list is
calculated to be below the specified maximum level:

o a new source may avoid BACT or the air quality analysis for pollutants
it imits in de minimis amounts even though it is a "major" source in
terms of another pollutant

o a modification may avoid these requirements altogether if its net
increase would be de minimis for all regulated pollutants; or, the
pollutants for whic~BACT must be applied may be limited.

The pollutants on the de minimis list which may be of most concern to geo
thermal operations and the specific annual amounts are as follows:

Pollutants

total suspended particulates
sulfur dioxide
mercury
beryllium
fluorides
sulfuric acid mist
hydrogen sulfide

Tons per Year

25.0
40.0
0.1
0.0001
3.0
7.0

10.0

The di minimis concept also includ~sa list of air quality concentrations
for each pollutant as criteria for ~~empting sources from the monitoring
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requirements at the discretion of the reviewing authority, as discussed above.
The levels of concern in geothermal development are as follows:

Pollutant

total suspended particulates
sulfur dioxide
mercury
beryllium
fluorides
sulfuric acid mist
hydrogen sulfide

Air Quality Value
(averagin§ time)

(lJg/m )

10.0 (24-hr.)
13.0 (24-hr.)
0.25 (24-hr.)
9.0005 (24-hr.)
0.25 (24-hr.)

*0.023 (I-hr.)

*No satisfactory monitoring techniques available at this time.

How Much Time Will Be Required to Obtain a PSD Permit?

The report of the Senate Committee on the Environment and Public Works
(S. Rept. 95-127) is abundantly clear on congressional intent on the subject
of timing. It states:

"Inherent in any review-and-permit process is the opportunity for delay.
The committee does not intend that the permit process to prevent signif
icant deterioration should become a vehicle for inaction and delay. To
the contrary, the States and Federal agencies must do all that is fea
sible to move quickly and responsibly on permit applications and those
studies necessary to judge the impact of an application. Nothing could
be mOre detrimental to the intent of this section and the integrity of
this Act than to have the process encumbered by bureaucratic delay."

In response to this dictum, EPA's regulations require it to respond to an
application (or supplement to an application) and specify any deficiencies in
the information submitted within 30 days. In addition, EPA is required by the
Act to make a final determination within one year after receipt of a completed
application. However, a series of "deficiencies" could result in repeated
delays until a "completed" application starts the clock.

EPA reports that it has been processing permits in much less than the one
year allowed, and that as states take take over the PSD program it is hoped
that the permit can be issued as part of the normal permitting procedure. ~L.

remains to be seen whether this optimism continues to be the case, especially
if a large new geothermal power plant were proposed. Here again the "closer
look," whether it is deserved or underserved, may translate into longer
approval periods as well as stricter requirements.

It must be remembered that lead time also includes the ambient air qual
ityand related environmental analyses and a period of monitoring which re
mains indefinite until specified on a case-by-case basis. In addition, the
Act provides for a public hearing before a permit can be issued. Although EPA
has interpreted this to mean providing an opportunity for public hearing, in
contested cases the public has a statutory right to insist that a hearing be
held.
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The basic problem is that since virtually every step in the entire pro
gram is based on ad hoc decisions, and a great deal of discretion is allowed
it is impossible to estimate the lead time involved in obtaining a PSD permit.
What is worse, any delay which occurs as a result of PSD has to be added to
the delay involved in getting Federal leases for geothermal development,
rather than running concurrently with that process. This is true because the
site-specific, case-by-case PSD judgments cannot be set in motion until the
site of new construction is fixed.

Will PSD Apply to All Geothermal Facilities?

Almost certainly not, although prediction on the overall behavior of the
resource is hampered by the fact that its chemical nature, and thus the type
and quantity of emissions to be anticipated, varies from reservoir to reser
voir and from site to site within reservoirs. The applicability of PSD will
also depend on the manner in which the fluid or steam is used, and, finally,
on the variability of the local ad hoc interpretations of various PSD require
ments and terms and proximity to Class I areas.

At this time, assessment of overall applicability must be based on hydro
gen sulfide since it is the only regulated pollutant of major significance
known to be associated with the hydrothermal resource except particulate
matter of varying composition. The problem of particulates contained in the
resource becoming airborne through cooling tower drift or other routes will
require site-specific determinations as to quantity. While the same is essen
tially true of any pollutant at the present state of the art in geothermal
operations, the nature and behavior of hydrogen sulfide are well known and
provide the basis for calculating the potential applicability of PSD insofar
as this pollutant is concerned to certain uses of the resource.

Hydrogen sulfide is an acid gas, and becomes more soluble as the pH
increases, but at commonly encountered pH values the solubility is quite low.
For example, a sulfide solution at pH 8 containing 3.4 ppm of sulfide will be
in equilibrium with a concentration of 10 ppm of H2S in air. Thus, for prac
tical purposes, it can be assumed that most of ""the hydrogen sulfide in a
geothermal brine will escape to the atmosphere if a pathway is available.
Typical pathways in power plants include venting of noncondensible gases,
cooling towers, or storage ponds.

Obviously, pathways are not available, under normal operating conditions,
in direct uses of the resource which employ closed systems. Thus, it can be
anticipated that such systems will not themselves be subject to PSD because of
H2S even if conditions in the attendant well field or disposal area brought
tfiose sources under the umbrella.

Many open systems for direct use will also be exempt for two reasons.
First, such a system would not be designed for use with a resource highly
contaminated with H2.S for the obvious reasons associated with air quality
restrictions. Secona, if the resource is to come into direct contact with
vegetation or livestock, a very pure resource wili be required.

Thus, the generalization can be made that direct uses which do not re
quire large numbers of supporting wells or utilize large surface disposal
areas will usually not be subject to PSD because of H2S emissions.
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In terms of geothermal power plants and direct heating vis-a-vis PSD, it
is possible to calculate the annual emissions of H2S as a function of the
amount of heat available from the geothermal brine or steam plant. The ca.l
culations on gross (uncontrolled) emissions shown in Figure 5 are based on the
following assumptions:

o All hydrogen sulfide in the resource will escape to the atmosphere.
(This obviously will not apply to closed systems.)

o For direct heating use, the resource is a high-temperature liquid; it
is discharged at a temperature of 95 0 F; and there is an escape route
where hydrogen sulfide will reach the atmosphere.

o For power generation, the resource is either hot liquid or steam, and
the power system operates at a condensing temperature of 1400 F. .

The use of the figure is illustrated by consideration of the first 10
units at The Geysers, which produce 396 MW of electricity. If the efficiency
is assumed as 16.7%, thermal energy is 2,371 MW. The total estimated emission
of H2S is 1,630 lb/hr or 7,130 tons/year. This indicates 83 MW thermal energy
for each 250 tons/year of uncontrolled hydrogen sulfide. The value obtained
by use of the figure is found by following upward from the Power-Steam arrow
to the estimated average H2S content of The Geysers steam, 2-300 ppm. The
figure agrees well with the 83 MW thermal energy calculated from field data.

Another example of gross emissions is illustrated from data on the first
Niland well. The well temperature is 5200 F, and contains about 300 ppm H2S.
If this brine were flashed to produce steam to drive a turbine, about 6MW
thermal energy is all that could be produced without exceeding a 250 ton/year
limitation based on gross emissions, and the actual production of electricity
would be considerably smaller because of losses in the generation step.

However, since "potential to emit" is based on controlled emissions, the
amount of thermal energy which could be utilized by a plant and still stay
within the 2S0-ton cutoff point is increased substantially. For example, if
the control equipment operates at 90% efficiency, the amount of energy avail
able within the 2S0-ton limit will increase by a factor of 10. It is dif
ficult to maintain this performance level, however, as indicated by problems
at The Geysers. Thus, until improved control technology is proven it must be
assumed that power plants of economic size utilizing geothermal steam or
fluids directly will be subject to PSD.

Consideration of H S emissions from binary power generating plants· is
complicated by several ;actors. In these systems there is no direct contact
between the geothermal brine and the power generation working fluid, and it is
possible to produce the fluid, pass it through a heat exchanger, and reinject
it without H

2
S escape. However, there are potential problems with such a

system.

As the brine is brought to the surface, pressure is reduced, and some
gases may tend to be released from solution, forming pockets of noncondensible
gases in the equipment. The release of gases may also raise the pH of the
brine, and result in the precipitation of insoluble materials which can inter
fere with reinjection. Reinjection difficulties may also be encountered
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through air leaks into the system around pump seals and reduced solubility of
silica and other materials as the temperature is reduced.

The use of down-hole pumps has .been found to prevent precipitation of
material in the bore of the producing well by maintaining the pressure and
thus preventing the release of carbon dioxide, with the consequent deposition
of calcium carbonate scale. Scale inhibitors have also been found to prevent
the precipitation of scale during steam flashing, but did not appear to pre
vent injection-well plugging.

It is probable that a totally enclosed treatment and filtration system
could be developed to prevent plugging since such systems have been used to
clean up oil-well brines before reinjection by preventing iron precipitation
through contact with air. The cost of such treatment will be highly dependent
on the fluid composition.

Thus, it can be concluded that direct heat exchange and reinjection
without gas escape may be possible in many fields, but where the fluids have
scale-forming tendencies, it cannot be considered certain that currently
available techniques can economically prevent equipment scaling and injection
well plugging.

While Figure 5 is applicable to gross emissions when geothermal fluids
are used for direct heating in a system which permits H2S to escape, this
presentation is illustrative only since such a system would not be feasible in
today's environmental climate. As in other direct uses, H 2 emissions from
direct heating systems will to a large extent depend on size 1number of wells)
vis-a-vis resource contamination, and whether properly operating reinjection
is practiced. Surface disposal of an H2S contaminated resource would be
precluded by both air and water quality considerations. The definition of
"source" discussed above which would consider the well field one source and
the heating system another may tend to exempt most heating systems from PSD
even if the well field itself is large enough and sufficiently contaminated to
fall under its requirements.

It is not possible to predict the applicability of PSD to very large
industrial uses, such as pulp and paper mills, due to the number of variables
involved. However, a use of sufficient size to compete in an established
industry is a likely candidate.

In summary, it appears that large geothermal power plants will feel the
major impact of PSD and most small direct operations will escape the costly
requirements of this concept. This prediction, if accurate, is in conformance
with the intent of PSD and is very favorable to the marginally profitable uses
of the geothermal resource.

UNDERGROUND INJECTION CONTROL (UIC) PROGRAM

What is the UIC Program?

It is the program established under the Safe Drinking Water Act and 40
CFR, Part 146 (plus the procedural consolidated regulations) to regulate wells
drilled for the purpose of underground injection of fluids. Its major purpose
is to prevent the contamination of underground drinking water sources. Be-
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cause of the subsurface or1g1n of geothermal fluids, the disposal of such
fluids through underground injection is termed "reinjection."

Does the UIC Program Apply to Wells on Federal Lands?

Yes, the 1977 Amendments to the Drinking Water Act (P. L. 95-190) ex
pressly gave the states jurisdiction over injection wells on Federal land.
Thus, all such wells on lands leased under the Geothermal Steam Act are sub
ject to UIC.

Do All Geothermal Reinjection Wells Require a Permit?

No. The UIC regulations as finally adopted (Federal Register, 24 June
1980) placed geothermal wells "used in heating or aquaculture" in a special
category of wells (Class V) which do not require a permit. There is no indi
cation as to whether this language can be interpreted to include geothermal
wells for other direct uses, such as cooling and industrial applications,
although the only other category of geothermal wells (Class III) is limited to
those "which inject for extraction of minerals or energy including . . .
recovery of geothermal energy to produce electric power." Many industrial
applications would be embraced by the term heat, but the volume for reinjec
tion could, in large operations, equal those of power generation.

Class V wells are generally characterized by the regulations as those
which "inject non-hazardous fluids into or above formations that contain
underground sources of drinking water." EPA expressed its belief in the
preamble to the regulations that "too little is known about the practices
grouped in this class to make them ripe for regulatory controls" and insti
tuted a three-year assessment on:

o the construction features of Class V wells and the nature and volume
of injected fluids

o the contamination of Class V wells, and

o available corrective alternatives where appropriate and their environ
mental consequences.

The assessment, conducted by the state or EPA in the absence of an ap
proved state program, is to provide "recommendations both for the most appro
priate regulatory approaches and for remedial actions where appropriate."
Owners and operators of Class V wells must notify the appropriate UIC control
program of their existence and provide the inventory information needed to
support the assessment.

Injection into Class V wells may be authorized indefinitely by the state
or EPA by a general rule which will require that such wells "are not to cause
a violation of primary drinking water standards and they are not to affect the
health of persons adversely." (Primary drinking water standards are numerical
limitations on contaminants in public drinking water supplies designed to
protect public health. See 40 CFR 141.)

Any wells violating these general provisions or other p~

rule are subj ect to an enforcement action. Such action may __ .
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an order to institute remedial action, to obtain a permit, or to cease injec
tion, depending on the degree of violation.

What is the Difference in Treatment for Reinjection Wells Associated with
Power Production?

Class III wells, including geothermal reinjection wells at power plant
sites, may be operated only with a permit, and a permit may be issued only for
wells which will not cause or allow movement of fluid into underground sources
of drinking water. It is to be noted that total containment is not required;
only that any leak or displacement not reach an underground source of drinking
water.

A single permit for a number of wells may be obtained on an area basis.
The conditions for an area permit are that the wells be located in the same
well field, facility site, reservoir, project, or similar unit in the same
state; of similar construction; of the same class; and operated by a single
owner or operator.

What Are Underground Sources of Drinking Water?

An underground source of drinking water (USDW) is an aquifer or a portion
of an aquifer which (1) supplies drinking water for human consumption or (2)
in which the ground water contains fewer than 10,000 mg/1 of total dissolved
solids. The significance of the latter criterion is that it represents the
acceptable level of salinity for water which may be processed for drinking
purposes. Underground sources of drinking water are formally identified by
the state (or EPA) and must be protected from contamination.

There is, however, a mechanism by which an aquifer, or portion, can be
exempt from the protection required for drinking water sources. The criteria
supporting such exemption are extremely important to geothermal development.
They include:

o The aquifer does not currently serve as a source for drinking water.

o It cannot now and will not in the future serve as a source of drinking
water because:

- it is mineral, hydrocarbon, or geothermal energy producing;

- it is situated at a depth or location which makes recovery of water
for drinking purposes economically or technologically impractical;

- it is so contaminated that it would be economically or technologi
cally impractical to render the water fit for human consumption; or

- it is located over a Class III well area subject to subsidence
or catastrophic collapse.

The last criterion is new, being added to the final version of the regulations
in response to comments received on the proposed regulations.
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It is to be noted that the criterion for exemption based on the value of
the aquifer for mineral, hydrocarbon, or geothermal resources is expressed as
a "producing" aquifer. Comments on the proposed version of these regulations
pointed out that this wording appeared to imply that only areas actively being
worked could qualify for such an exemption, a situation which could cloud new
development in some areas. These commenters recommended the use of the word
"bearing" in lieu of "producing."

EPA rejected the suggestion on the basis that it did not want to open the
possibility of "wholesale" exemption of aquifers, over large areas of the
country, which become identified as capable of producing one or another miner
al. No further definition of "producing" or clue as to how the term will be
interpreted is provided.

Why Is Exemption of Aquifers from the Status of Drinking Water Source
Important to Geothermal Operations?

EPA at first considered exempting from the UIC regulations injection
wells which do not inj ect into, through, or above drinking water sources.
While such wells were ultimately included because of the potential for con
tamination of drinking water sources through lateral displacement, EPA has
given the states discretion to ease the technical requirements associated with
permits for such wells.

Thus, if the aquifer into which geothermal fluids are to be reinjected is
declared an exempted aquifer, it is not a drinking water source subject to the
most stringent regulatory controls, and the state may use its discretion on
permit requirements. EPA notes in the preamble to the regulations that the
extension of the exemption to aquifers overlying the site of a Class III
operation subject to subsidence or catastrophic collapse "should make it pos
sible to ease the burden of Class III operations in a number of cases."

What Are the Worst-Case Regulatory Requirements?

In order to obtain a permit for wells injecting into, through, or above
drinking water sources, considerable information must be supplied. If a state
agency·· is the permitting authority, some of. the information (such as maps,
tabulations of wells, etc.) which is already in the agency I s files may be
included in the application by reference. If EPA is handling the application,
all information must be submitted. It includes:

o a map showing known or suspected faults, the injection well(s) for
which the permit is sought, and the applicable area of review. Within
the area of review (calculated with a mathematical model or a deter
mined fixed radius based. on chemistry, hydrology, population, etc.,
according to 40CFR, 146.06) the map must show the number or name and
location of:

- all producing wells

- dry holes
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~ surface bodies of water

- mines

- quarries

- public water systems

- water wells

- other pertinent surface features including residences and roads
(Only information of public record is required op the map.)

o a tabulation and description of all wells within the area of review
which penetrate the proposed injection zone and a plan for "corrective
action" on those that are improperly sealed, completed, or abandoned

o maps and cross sections indicati.ng the critical and lateral limits of
all underground sources of drinking water within the area of review,
their position relative to the injection formation, and the direction
of water movement, where known, in every underground source of drink
ing water which may be affected by the proposed injection

o maps and cross sections detailing the geologic structure of the area

o generalized maps and cross sections illustrating the regional geologic
setting

o proposed operating data:

- average and maximum daily rate and volume of fluid to be injected

- average and maximum injection pressures

- source and an analysis of the chemical, physical, biological, and
radiological characteristics of the injection fluid

o proposed formation testing program to obtain an analysis of the physi
cal, chemical, and radiological characteristics of the receiving
formation

o proposed stimulation program

o proposed injection procedure

o engineering drawings of the surface and subsurface construction de
tails of the system

o plans for monitoring

o expected changes in pressure, native fluid displacement, and direction
of movement of injection fluid
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o contingency plans to cope with all shut-ins or with failures

o certification of a performance bond or other means to assure adequate
resources to close, plug, or abandon the well in accordance with
required procedures.

One of the "stickier" requirements on the list is the plan for "correc
tive action" on wells that penetrate the injection zone within the area of
review which are not under the control of the applicant. The earlier version
of these regulations had the effect of requiring the applicant to go onto, or
to take correction action on, the property of others, in order to meet the
permit conditions. In recognition that it was inappropriate to require ac
tions which may not be within the applicant's legal ability, the corrective
action requirement has been revised to provide three options:

o If the applicant can make arrangements with the owners or operators of
deficient wells to take corrective action and does so, he may inject
at his intended injection pressures.

o The agency may issue a permit with a reduced injection pressure cal
culated so that the potential zone of endangering influence will be no
larger than the area under the control of the applicant.

o The permit can be issued with the requested injection pressure on
condition that a lesser pressure be used until corrective action is
taken.

EPA noted that it would be i~appropriate to force the owner or operator
of the "bad" well to repair it--i. e., to force one individual, without his
agreement, to incur expenses and effort which benefit another party. In
effect, however, this approach would not differ greatly from the PSD concept
of forcing additional emission reductions on existing sources of air pollution
before a new source can be permitted.

In reading the above list, it may appear that some of the information
cannot be supplied without first injecting into the well, although the regula
tions prohibit injection witho~t a permit. EPA has clarified this situation
with a three-phase permit--i.e" construction, testing, and stimulation;
operation; and abandonment. It is the responsibility of the owner or operator
to notify the permitting agency of the completion of each phase and to obtain
permission to proceed with the next one, Adqitional portions of the informa
tionwill be supplied by the applicant at each stage and continuing conditions
will be ~et by the agency.

The construction requirements for new reinjection wells injecting into,
throug~, or above a drinking water source include the following:

o casing and cementing to prevel1t the migration of fluids into or be
tween underground sources of water. Th~ casing and cement used is to
be designed for the life expectancy of the well. In determining and
specifying casing and cementing requirements, the following factors
must be considered:
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- depth of the injection zone

- injection pressure, external pressure, internal pressure, axial
loading, etc.

hole size

- size and grade of all casing strings

- corrosiveness of injected fluids

- lithology of injection and confining zones

- type and grade of cement

o appropriate logs and other tests during drilling and construction, the
type to be determined on the basis of the intended functions, depth,
construction, and other char.cteristics of the well, availability of
similar data in the area of drilling site, and the need for additional
information. At a minimum, the logs and tests must include deviation
checks conducted on all holes where pilot holes and reaming are used,
at sufficiently frequent intervals to assure that ventrial avenues for
fluid migration in the form of diverging holes are not created during
drilling.

o determination or calculation of the following information on water
bearing injection zones:

- fluid pressure
- temperature
- fracture pressure
- other physical and chemical characteristics of the injection zone
- physical and chemical characteristics of the formation fluids
- compatability of injected fluids with formation fluids

o monitoring wells into the injection zone and into any underground
sources of drinking water above the inj ection zone which could be
affected if the water of the formation contains less than 10,000
mg/l TDS (emphasis added)

o an adequate number of monitoring wells into the drinking water source
in an area subject to subsidence to detect any movement of injected
fluids (emphasis added)

o consideration of the following factors in determining the number,
location, construction, and frequency of monitoring of the monitoring
wells:

- the population relying on the drinking water source or potentially
affected by the injection operation

- the proximity of the injection operation to points of withdrawal of
drinking water
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- local geology and hydrology

operating pressures and whether a negative pressure gradient is
being maintained

- toxicity and volume of the injected fluid, the formation water, and
the process by-products

- injection well density.

Operating requirements include the following:

o Injection pressure at the wellhead may not exceed a maximum which must
be calculated so as to assure that the pressure in the injection zone
during injection does not initiate new fractures or propagate existing
fractures in the injection zone, initiate fractures in the confining
zone, or cause the migration of injection or formation fluids into an
underground source of drinking water.

o Injection between the outermost casing protecting underground sources
of drinking water and well base is prohibited.

Minimum monitoring requirements include:

o analysis of the physical and chemical characteristics of the injected
fluid with sufficient frequency to yield representative data on its
characteristics

o installation and use of continuous recording devices to monitor injec
tion pressure, flow rate, and volume

o demonstration of mechanical integrity (absence of significant leaks or
vertical fluid movement) once every five years during the life of the
well

o weekly monitoring of fluid level and the parameters chosen to measure
water quality in the injection zone

o quarterly monitoring of wells adjacent to the injection site to detect
any migration from the inj ection zone into a drinking water source.

Monitoring may be conducted on a field or project basis rather than
individual well basis by manifold monitoring in.the case of facilities con
sisting of more than one injection well, operating with a common manifold. In
order to take advantage of this provision, the owner/operator must demonstrate
that manifold is comparable to individual well monitoring.

It is to be noted that a requirement for five monitoring wells in the
proposed regulations has been dropped, and monitoring requirements are now
stated in terms of the objectives to be achieved. For those wells subject to
the full impact of the regulations, this could be a less stringent require
ment, depending on the site-specific factors used to determine the number of
wells required.
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Will All Geothermal Reinjection Wells Associated with Electric Power Produc
tion Feel the Full Impact of the Regulations?

As suggested above~ it is the apparent intent of EPA that they will not.
The point is made several times in the preamble to the regulations. For
example~ on page 42474 of the 24 June 1980 Federal Register publication~ it is
stated~ in reference to a new section added to the final regulations-
122.43(a)--that:

" ... if a well does not inject into, through~ or above a drinking water
source ~ (the state or EPA) has discretion to ease the area of review,
construction, mechanical integrity, monitoring, operating, and reporting
requirements applicable to such wells."

This discretion thus includes all of the strict requirements enumerated above.
The key to less stringency is the exempted aquifer, as noted by EPA on page
42484 of the preamble to regulations. "This provision for exempting aquifers
(subsidence or catastrophic collapse) should be read together with final
122.43" which provides the authority for easing conditions for wells not
injecting into, through, or above a drinking water source.

What Is the Major Significance of EPA's Final UIC Regulations?

In general, the regulations demonstrate a rather surprising sensitivity
to the relative potential contribution of harm to drinking water sources by
reinjection wells supporting electric power generation and those attendant to
direct use for heating and aquaculture in exempting the latter from permit
requirements unless they are determined to be actually impairing water quality
or endangering human health. This differentiation in the treatment of the two
types of wells is surprising in face of the semantic lapse in the regulatory
definitions of geothermal injection wells.

As noted above, the pertinent Class III wells are defined as: "Wells
which inject for extraction of minerals or energy, including ... recovery of
geothermal energy to produce electric power." The Class V wells are described
as "geothermal wells used in heating and aquaculture."

Taken literally, these definitions would apply coverage of the regula
tions only to dry hot rock technology, some types of well stimulation, and
related drilling practices, and would not embrace disposal wells. When con
fronted with this discrepancy, however, an EPA spokesman (Public Briefing, 8
May 1980) stated that the regulations cover all wells attendant to geothermal
operations.

In spite of this deficiency in definition, in virtually inviting the
states to ease the regulatory burden on Class III wells (those at power
plants), EPA has, in effect, extended to geothermal energy the intent of the
Safe Drinking Water Act in limiting interference with oil and gas production.
The Act states that UIC programs:

" . may not include requirements which interfere with or impede the
underground injection of brine or other fluids which are brought to the
surface in connection with oil or natural gas production, or any under
ground injection for the secondary or tertiary recovery of oil or natural
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gas, unless such requirements are essential to assure that underground
sources of drinking water-will not be endangered by such injection."

EPA did not accept this instruction, nor was it so intended by Congress
(H. Rept. 93-1185), as a mandate not to regulate injection wells attendant to
oil and gas production, although the regulations for new oil and gas injection
wells are somewhat less stringent than those for geothermal. The Agency did,
however, carry out the broader congressional intent "to assure that con
straints on energy production activities would be kept as limited in scope as
possible while still assuring the safety of present and potential sources of
drinking water."

NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM

What Is NPDES?

The permit issued under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System, established by Section 402 of the Clean Water Act, is the major tool
in controlling the discharge of liquid effluents into the nation's surface
waters. Permits issued under this system, commonly called NPDES or discharge
permits, limit the quantities, rates, and concentrations of pollutant para
meters, including heat, which may be discharged. Portions of the technical
regulations for the NPDES program have been absorbed into the consolidated
regulations (40 CFR, Parts 122, 123, and 124). Other applicable regulations
appear in 40 CFR, Parts 125, 129, and 133, and Subchapter N.

Who Must Apply for an NPDES Permit?

The owner or operator of any facility desiring to discharge liqUid efflu
ents to surface waters. Any unpermitted discharge is unlawful; there are no
built-in "small" or "minor" discharge exemptions based on size or nature of
effluents. All information supplied on NPDES permit applications and required
attachments becomes public knowledge; none may be claimed as confidential.

Will Geothermal Operations Ever Need an NPDES Permit?

Yes, in the instances where conditions--purity of resource, successive
uses or other economical means for reducing temperature, low risk of sub
sidence, and ample water bodies for discharge, for example--indicate that
surface discharge may be preferable to reinjection. While the use of this
disposal technology will undoubtedly be limited in comparison with the rein
jection of effluents, it is currently practiced in this country and will be
considered as an alternative where conditions appear favorable.

Are There Disadvantages for Geothermal Operations in the NPDES System?

Yes, in the method used to calculate permit conditions.

Usually, the restrictions on the various pollutant parameters are based
on industry-specific technology-based effluent limitations guidelines for
existing sources adopted by EPA under Sections 301 and 304 of the Clean Water
Act and new source performance standards (effluent NSPS) established under
Section 307. However, guidelines and NSPS have not been promulgated appli
cable to geothermal power plants or to direct heating systems. (EPA ruled,
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unofficially, during an earlier study* that those governing the effluents of
fossil-fuel and nuclear power plants do not apply to geothermal generating
units, and no guidelines or standards have been promulgated which could con
ceivably apply to direct heating systems.) The effect is that the limitations
on pollutant parameters will be imposed on a case-by-case basis. As discussed
previously in this report, such an ad hoc approach, especially to operations
as novel as those incorporating the use of geothermal energy, opens the door
to wide variations in limitations imposed and provides no prior insight as to
what the limitations will be.

Permit writers are to use any available. guidance, specifically including
state water quality standards, and their own best judgment to apply to speci
fic operations the same relevant factors that the Effluent Guidelines Division
of EPA applies in determining limitations for whole discrete categories of
sources (40 CFR, Part 25).

In this case, the element of non-uniformity does not rest solely on
variety in judgmental factors. It is compounded by the fact that state water
quality standards vary not only from state to state but within most states
according to the use for which various waters are classified. They range in
stringency according to the degree of purity required to support the
designated use or uses. Since the same standards frequently do not apply to
entire water bodies, and may vary from reach to reach of the same stream, the
discharge permit limitations calculated on the basis of achieving or main
taining such standards may vary for operations even a few miles apart on the
same stream.

In addition to variation, another possible result is that the limitations
will, in some cases, be stricter than EPA would find necessary to apply to the
whole industry through uniform effluent limitations and standards. This could
occur because the Act leaves the states the option to set more stringent water
quality standards than called for by the Federal Quality Criteria for Water.
Many do so for bodies of water where extra protection is desired.

The situation with respect to industrial uses of geothermal energy is not
as clear-cut. Effluent limitations guidelines and new source performance
standards have been promulgated applicable to canning and preserving of
fruits, vegetables, and seafood; sugar processing; pulp and paper mills; and
many other industries in which geothermal energy could be employed (40 CFR,
Subchapter N).

No consideration was given in the development of these industry-specific
limitations and standards, so far as is known, to the use of geothermal energy
for all or part of plants' energy requirements or direct-contact process use.
This fact could rule out applicability of the guidelines and standards al
together since they are required to be based on similar factors across the
industrial segment to which they are applicable. On the other hand, there is
a variance procedure provided in 40 CFR, Subpart D, 125.30, which. can be
called into play when a discharger's facilities, equipment, processes,. and
other factors are "fundamentally different" from the factors used in estab
lishing the guidelines and standards for the segment to which a particular
plant would otherwise belong.

*Environmental Protection Agency. 1979. Survey of Environmental Regulations
Applying to Geothermal Exploration, Development, and Use.
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It is not known how EPA or the states would rule on this issue. Thus,
anyone considering using the resource in industrial applications other than
power production, and also weighing the advantages/disadvantages of surface
discharge ,should obtain an early ruling on the applicability of existing
guidelines and standards, and, if applicable, any benefits which may derive
from the variance procedure.

Surface discharges from "concentrated" animal feeding operations and con
concentrated aquatic animal production facilities also require an NPDES
permit. The term "concentrated" is keyed to the size (numbers of animals,
quantities of feed, etc.) and other criteria (40 CFR, 122.54 and 122.55).
However, EPA and the states are empowered to make case-by-case determinations
that such operations are "concentrated," and thus require a permit, on the
basis of their contributions to stream pollution and other factors. It is
unclear whether or how the use of low temperature geothermal waters for these
purposes would affect their permit requirements.

In addition, an NPDES permit would be required if the effluents of one
use of the resource are discharged to an aqua cuItural use (40 CFR 122.56).

Are There Advantages for Geothermal in NPDES?

Yes, there are two, and one, paradoxically, accrues to those new opera
tions for which there are no new source performance standards. Since they do
not qualify as "new sources," they are classified instead as "new dis
chargers," and their permits are not subj ect to NEPA, as discussed previously
in connection with the consolidated permit program.

The difference is that the term "new source" has a specialized meaning in
NPDES parlance and applies only to plants on which construction is started
after NSPS are promulgated, or proposed if they are promulgated within 120
days. Issuance of NPDES permits to "new sources" is declared by the Clean
Water Act to constitute a potential "major Federal action significantly af
fecting the quality of the human environment" and thus subject to NEPA.

This means that the applicant. for a new source permit must prepare an
Environmental Impact Document in order to supply sufficient information on the
anticipated effects of the facility for EPA to determine whether it is neces
sary to' prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) on the permit issu
ance. This can be a very lengthy and involved process as shown in Figure 4.

These provisions apply only to new source NPDES permits issued by EPA,
and not to those issued by approved statepr"ograms (Section' 402, Clean Water
Act). This being the case, they are only applicable in a few of the 13 west
ern states which are the subject of this report--Alaska, Arizona, Idaho, and
New Mexico';'-since all of the others have qualified to manage their own NPDES
programs. This information is provided here only to point out that even when,

.or if ,geothermal operations become subject to new source performance stan
dards and thus' qualify as new sources, the Federal NEPA process will not
prevail ill all states. However; some "states have their own"NEPA-type regula
tions, and they may apply to state-issued NPDES permits.

The second expensive and time-consuming pre-application NPDES requirement
which does not currently apply to non-manufacturing applications of geothermal
energy is the necessity of analyzing effluents for a number of toxic pollu-
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tants, including a list of organic compounds for which the costly gas chroma
tography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) laboratory equipment is required, 13 me
tals, cyanide, and total phenols. These requirements apply only to "primary"
industries, those listed in Table 1; and "secondary" industries, which include
all others, are only required to analyze for the toxic pollutants they know or
have reason to believe will be discharged in the waste stream. Depending on
the character of the resource utilized, these would be limited primarily to
ammonia, heavy metals, and radon; toxic organics would not be expected to
occur in the hydrothermal resource.

There is an additional exemption which is highly interesting from the
geothermal standpoint, but which was obviously written without geothermal in
mind. This is a provision which specifies that "applicants need not test for
pollutants expected to be present solely as a result of their presence in
intake waters, but need only indicate that they are expected to be present."

Are Mobile Sources Such as Drilling Rigs Subjects to NPDES?

Yes, if any portion of the produced bd.nes is discharged to surface
waters. While it is anticipated that virtually all effluents generated by
geothermal well drilling, testing, and production will be reinjected, it
should be remembered that a new permit is reqUired each time the equipment
moves if full reinjection is not practiced (40 CFR, 122.10, 122.53, and
122.6).

Does Discharge of Effluents to the Ocean Require an NPDES Permit?

Yes, under Section 403 of the Clean Water Act and final ocean discharge
criteria (40 CFR Part 125) published in the Federal Register of 3 October
1980. The purpose of the program is to prevent "unreasonable degradation of
the marine environment." If the state (or EPA) determines that a discharge,
after application of permit conditions, will not cause such degradation, a
permit may be issued. If it is determined that, after application of all
possible permit conditions, unreasonable degradation may occur, a permit may
not be issued. Where available information is insufficient to make this judg
ment, discharges may be permitted subject to several itemized conditions (40
CFR, 125, 123(c)).

Will Ocean Discharge Permits Be of Concern to Geothermal Operations?

They could be in areas where ocean discharge is geographically available
and otherwise feasible. This technology could provide a disposal alternat;-:_
for geothermal fluids containing higher levels of total dissolved solids than
would be permitted to be discharged under water quality standards for inland
waters.

In addition, while permitting authorities can require chemical analyses
and other difficult and expensive-to-assemble information, the intent appears
to be to reduce the difficulties of application for small discharges. Speci
fically, the permit writer is allowed to request only that information needed
to make the judgments required by the criteria--primarily the determination of
unreasonable degradation. And the preamble specifically addresses the costs
of monitoring for small dischargers stating that although any monitoring that
may be necessary will depend on the nature and location of the discharge in
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question, "small discharges generally are not expected to incur significant
economic costs as a result of this regulation.

DISPOSAL OF DREDGED AND FILL MATERIAL

What Is the Dredged and Fill Program?

It is the program implementing Section 404 of the Clean Water Act which
requires a permit for any discharge of dredged and fill material into navi
gable waters incidental to any activity having as its purpose bringing an area
of the navigable waters into a use to which it was not previously subject
where the flow or circulation of the waters may be impaired or the reach of
such waters reduced. This type of permit will only be required where plant
construction involves dredge and fill activities for water intakes or other
structures and has no bearing on the use of geothermal energy. If such a
permit should be needed, it should be noted that the Act exempts from Section
404 coverage several land-related activities including construction or main
tenance of temporary roads for moving "mining equipment."

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

What Is the Hazardous Waste Management Program?

It is the program developed to implement Subtitle C of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act to provide "cradle to the grave"--i. e., point of
generation to disposal--regulation of hazardous wastes. The hazardous waste
program--commonly called RCRA after the Act--is oriented primarily toward land
disposal of solid wastes. However, "solid" wastes are defined to include
liquids, semi-solids, or contained gaseous materials. Wastes are deemed
hazardous if they exhibit any of the defined hazardous characteristics-- i.e.,
toxicity, ignitability, corrosivity, or reactivity (40 CFR Part 261,
Federal Register, 19 May 1980). A waste is also defined as hazardous if it is
a listed hazardous waste (Subpart D) or contains any of the listed wastes.
The listed wastes are for the most part process-specific wastes.

Hazardous wastes may only be disposed of in "secured" landfills. Secured
landfills incorporate leachate monitoring and treatment, adequate diversion
and control of surface water, and impervious containment of wastes. Con
struction and maintenance is considerably more costly then common sanitary
landfills, the sumps utilized in connection with geothermal or oil and gas
drilling to contain spent drilling muds, rock cuttings, and associated debris,
or conventional impoundments for holding an accumulation of liquid wastes or
wastes containing free liquids.

Does the "RCRA" Program Apply to Geothermal Operations?

No, not for the present. A recent amendment to RCRA (P.L. 96-482) sus
pended EPA's authority to regulate several- high-volume wastes as hazardous
waste streams pending further study. The for-now exempted wastes include the
muds and brines associated with the exploration, development, and production
of geothermal energy. State hazardous waste programs must be "consistent"
with this exemption.
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This exemption came about through an amendment attached to the original
provision exempting oil and gas field muds and brines during a two-year EPA
study of their characteristics. At this writing, the decision has not been
reached as to whether one study will.cover the wastes of both industries or
whether separate studies will be conducted.

Regardless of approach, the outcome of the study is unpredictable and
will be particularly interesting in light of the high degree of proprietary
interest on the part of mud manufacturers. As described by the most defini
tive reference on the subject,* the chemistry of the various .. individual com
ponents has traditionally been "clouded in secrecy."

No information has been developed during this study or the related EPA
environmental survey cited previously to suggest that muds will require hand
ling as hazardous wastes because they are ignitable, corrosive, or reactive.
However, it is known that at least some muds used for geothermal drilling
contain, or have contained in the past, toxic heavy metals which could classi
fy them as hazardous.

The relevant California State disposal regulations (California Adminis
trative Code, Title 23, Chapter 3, Subchapter 15) require the level of dis
posal more recently embraced for hazardous wastes on a national level by RCRA
for "rotary drilling muds containing toxic materials." In order to enforce
this provision, in light of the lack of published information on mud con
stituents, California authorities found it necessary to chemically analyze
spent muds to determine their properties and impose the disposal method on a
case-by-case basis. This process disclosed, for example, that one geothermal
drilling fluid contained a chromium salt, used because of its ability to
withstand the temperatures encountered. This compound is considered by
toxicological experts as at least moderately toxic, and it thus triggered an
order to build an impermeable pit.

As a result of such circumstances and other factors, Congress elected to
mandate the study of muds rather than to exempt them outright from the defini
tion of hazardous wastes as called for by other legislation related to P. L.
96-482.

';'(Roger, W. F., Composition and Properties of Oil Well Drilling Fluids, 3rd
Ed., Gulf Publishing Co., Houston. 1976.
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SECTION III

STATE PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS

INTRODUCTION

A great deal of information has been assembled on the types of permits
required in the western states before a new facility utilizing geothermal
energy can be constructed or operated and regulatory scenarios on the
responsibilities of the permitting agencies have been developed. Among the
more recent publications on these subjects is the series of Institutional
Handbooks prepared by state geothermal utilization planning groups under the
aegis of state energy offices and DOE funding. These publications are
completed, or soon will be) for all of the states covered by this report. The
sponsoring offices are as follows:

Alaska

Arizona

California

Colorado

Hawaii

Idaho

Montana

Nevada

New Mexico

Oregon

Utah

Washington

Wyoming

- Division of Energy and Power Development

- Arizona Solar Energy Commission

- Energy Commission

- Colorado Geological Survey

- Department of Planning and Economic Development

- Office of Energy

- Department of Natural Resources and Conservation

- Department of Energy

- Energy and Minerals Department

- Department of Energy

- Department of Natural Resources

- State Energy Office

- Geothermal Commercialization Office

As a follow-up to these documents, a review was undertaken of the regula
tions administered by the identified state agen~ies from the standpoint of the
pre-permit actions they require of applicants to construct and operate various
types of facilities utilizing geoth~rmal energy. The review focused particu
larly on:

o the information required before a permit can be obtained

o pre-permit monitoring requirements for environmental permits
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o effect of mandated timeframes for permit approval

o potential for exemption of small facilities.

The types and quantity of information required are especially important
to the geothermal developer because of variations in the physical and chemical
nature of the resource from site to site and the unknowns of the relatively
new technologies. First of all, he does not know whether he will need con
struction and operating permits until he has identified a useable resource.
Second, if the information requirements create a "catch 22" situation-.,.e.g.,
information is required which can only he supplied by drilling and testing a
well but a permit is needed for this activity itself--they may limit anappli
cant's ability to obtain a permit or adversely affect the economics and timing
of construction. Extensive requirements for ambient air or water quality
monitoring would also impose an economic burden, especially on small direct
users, possibly ruling out marginally feasible applications. The benefits of
exemption from permit requirements could mean the difference in whether many
small uses become a reality.

The length of time required to obtain the series of permits can also
affect the economics of construction, as discussed in Section II, as well as
the motivation to use the resource at all. Thus, the effect of state regu
lations imposing mandatory time limits on final action on permit applications
was also investigated.

The review covered regulations governing:

o certification of the siting of new energy facilities

o public utility certificates of convenience and necessity

o drilling permits

o air pollution control construction and operating permits

o reinjection permits

o surface discharge permits

PERMIT INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

It must be observed at the
useful only in a general way,
situation will be determined on
reasons for this.

outset of this discussion that it will be
and the requirements of each permitting
a case-by-case basis. There are several

One is that even though the language of the various state information
requirements for the same types of permit may be somewhat dissimilar,
virtually all regulations contain discretionary provisions. In terms of the
kinds or amount of information required, a paragraph from the Arizona air
pollution control regulations is a case in point. Following one of the.most
lengthy and detailed lists of specific information required, shown in Table 4,
is this statement:
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TABLE 4

PERMIT INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF ARIZONA
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

(Arizona Code, Title 9 - Health Services; Chapter 3)

o each article, machine, equipment item, or other contrivance to be
covered by the permit

o type of organization applying for the permit and reason for appli
cation

o brief description of organization's activities

o brief description of all equipment for which permits are required
(e.g., serial numbers, model numbers, etc.)

o operating schedule stating the percent of annual production by
season, the days of the week normally in operation, the shifts
or hours of the day normally in operation, and the numbers of
days per year in operation

o equipment location draWings shOWing building outlines, property
lines, adjoining streets, directional arrow, and identifying
basic operating or control equipment installations with respect
to buildings and property lines

o description of all basic operating and control equipment for which
permits are required including name, make, and type. Engineering
drawings, plans, specifications, and elevation views of equipment
showing the following must be included:

exterior and interior dimensions
size and location of all emission points
height and inside dimensions of all stacks
location of all cleanouts, grates, doors, controls, fans,
motors, ducts, hoods, and all parts or other equipment
which may influence-the production, collection, or con
trol of air contaminants

dimensions and operating characteristics of all pumps,
fans, compressors, or other fluid moving devices giving
flow rate, temperature, barometric pressure, total net
discharge head or static pressure, revolutions per min
ute, and rated horsepower

heat transfer capacities and operating characteristics
of all heat exchange devices which may influence the
production, collection, or control of air contaminants
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TABLE 4--Continued

o the rated and operating efficiency of air pollution control equip
ment. The total quality of gases exhausted to the atmosphere,
temperature, barometric pressure, and the emissions of air pol~

lutants to the atmosphere from each uriit of basic operating and
control equipment should be stated. The method used to calcu
late the emissions should be described. Where water sprays are
utilized as a control or cooling device, pressure drop, water
requirements in gallons per minute per nozzle, location, and di
rection of spray shall be shown.

o description of the process to be carried out in each unit of equip
ment. All materials used must be stated and the maximum hourly
and average annual quantities used must be given. The particle
size distribution of all bulk solids must be listed. Flow dia
grams and material balances for all process and waste materials
must be clearly shown.

o description of fuel use, including the type used, the quantity
used per year, the maximum and average quantity used per hour,
the percent used for space heating and percent used for process
heat, and higher heating value of the fuel. For solid fuels and
fuel oils, state the sulfur and ash content. Furnish descrip
tion of fuel-burning equipment.

o information demonstrating that the proposed equipment or facility
will not cause a violation of the ambient air standards.
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"The Director may require the applicant to provide additional information
or to provide and maintain such facilities or perform such air impact
modeling procedures as are necessary to secure information that will
disclose the natue, extent, quantity, or effects of air contaminants
discharged into the atmosphere from the facility described in the
application."

A provision of the Arizona Oil and Gas Conservation Commission governing
permits for injection provides another example:

"The application for a permit to inject any substance into any geothermal
reservoir shall contain all information required by the Commission,
including but not limited to" a list of specific requirements.

Such discretionary language has several effects. First, it allows the
permitting agency broad freedom in requiring the production of information
beyond that specifically prescribed. No qualifying requirement that the
information must be germane was found. Thus, it is not possible here to
itemize with any certainty what the total requirements will be for any type of
permit in any state.

A second effect of the almost universal discretionary authority is to
remove variation among information requirements from state to state. Infor
mation specifically required in one regulation but not in another can still be
required in the latter case through the discretionary authority. In other
words, this authority tends to equalize the requirements of all states. Thus,
it is more useful to examine them generally as they may affect geothermal
utilization rather than to compare specific requirements of the several
states.

Many of the items on the lists of information required were obviously
developed for application to complex heavy industrial processes utilizing many
raw materials and having many potential sources of pollution on the premises
with great pollution loadings. Such requirements become increasingly less
reasonable when related to smaller and smaller and less and less complex
sources such as small geothermal district heating systems.

Even more important is the fact that the regulations are replete with
requirements for information which an applicant for a permit to use geothermal
energy cannot supply until the resource to be used is brought to the surface
and tested. It is not possible to transfer knowledge of the character of the
resource from site to site.

Table 4 provides several examples of this type of information such as the
following:

o estimated quantities and types of pollutants

o rated and operating efficiencies of air pollution control equipment

o total quantity of gases exhausted to the atmosphere, temperature,
barometric pressure, and the emissions from each unit of operating
and control equipment
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o heat transfer capabilities and operating characteristics of heat
exchange devices

o evaluation of effect of emissions on surrounding ambient air

These requirements are difficult even for conventional operations where
the chemical properties of raw materials are understood, the products of
reactions which may take place during industrial processes can be calculated,
fuel can be purchased with guarantees on its sulfur and ash content, and.
pollution control equipment suppliers can provide estimated efficiencies under
varying conditions. For the potential geothermal user, such requirements are
impossible of compliance without resource tests to determine pollutants
present, if any, their concentrations, types of equipment needed to control
them, efficiencies required to meet applicable emission limits, temperature,
and other factors.

The same is
geothermal fluids.

true of information requirements for permits to reinject
As itemized in Section II, they include:

o average and maximum daily rate and volumes of fluid to be inj ected

o average and maximum pressures

o analysis of the chemical, physical, biological, and radiological
characteristics of the injection fluid

The NPDES permit application shown in Appendix B also calls for advance
characterization of effluents to be discharged and efficiencies of treatment
processes. The approval of the siting of large electric generating plants
also hinges on similar information as shown in Appendix E. This listing is
discussed below.

The problem in supplying this kind of information is that the drililing
of a well and subsequent testing are in themselves sources of pollution and
subject to regulation. One state air pollution control official, for example,
estimated that a well being fully tested in a particular area of his state
would constitute a 100-ton source of hydrogen sulfide in two months.

On the Federal level, EPA has approached this problem in two major regu
latory areas and appears to have provided a model solution worthy of con
sideration by the states. Specifically, insofar as the use of geothermal
energy is concerned, EPA recognized that information such as the above
required for a permit to inject geothermal fluids cannot be supplied without
drilling a well, as discussed in Section II. Thus, in finalizing the under
ground injection control regulations, EPA provided for a staged permit for
geothermal reinjection wells. The states include:

o construction, testing, and stimulation

o operation

o abandonment
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In this way, only such information as can reasonably be provided will be
required to obtain the permit for the first phase, but the character of the
fluids to be injected, pressures, and other factors must be identified before
the operating permit is issued.

Similar staging is possible in the PSD program in that "temporary"
sources are exempt from the need for a PSD permit, and wells drilled for the
testing of a geothermal resource are considered by state control officials to
be temporary sources. Thus, the information needed to determine best avail
able control technology can be developed prior to applying for a PSD permit
for the power plant, or other large use, subject to PSD.

Although state PSD and injection control regulations must conform with
the above provisions for these types of permits, other state environmental
control regulations do not directly incorporate a staged approach. And the
control officials interviewed expressed few firm opinions as to how geothermal
applicants can develop the information needed under existing regulations.

One state agency spokesman stated that a permit might not be required for
drilling a well, but might be required for testing. He added, though, that if
a permit were required for the well, a new permit could be required for test
ing as a modification to the existing source--i.e., the well.

When asked how an applicant could supply information as called for in the
regulations unless there had been other wells drilled and tested in the
immediate area of his proposed operation, the spokesman state: "This is not
an unusual situation with a new technology." He proposed no remedy, how(;ver.

New Mexico, on the other hand, has in effect implemented a staged
approach in its key water rights permit program. While the state is very
strict in its. management of water appropriation, a geothermal developer can
obtain a permit to drill and test wells upon application only. It is only
after he has identified the resource and knows that he wants to use it that
his total appropriation right will be determined and a permit to appropriate
underground water for a beneficial use issued.

This facet of the total permitting process in New Mexico is shown in
Figure 6. Examination of this flow sheet also illustrates the benefit of
staging information requirements in that siting approval and certification of
a utility, as well as applications for UIC and PSD operating permits, are not
required until a commercial resource has been found and tested.

It thus appears that states where geothermal development is a possibility
should consider adopting direct regulatory provisions for staging all types of
permits involving the use of geothermal energy. This would remove consider
able uncertainty from the permitting process--both on the part of the devel
oper and the agency--and provide for an orderly progression. One precedent
for this approach was found in the Utah Air Conservation Regulations which
permit the Bureau of Air Quality to accommodate staged construction of a large
source by issuing an order authorizing construction of an initial stage prior
to receipt of detailed plans for the entire project.
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MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

No mandatory requirements for pre-permit monitoring which would apply to
geothermal operations were found in state regulations. Although all states
confer on the air pollution control agency authority to require monitoring by
air pollution sources at any point--from the pre-permit stage as a condition
for permit approval or post-permit as a check for compliance--the type of
monitoring (air quality, meteorological, or emission) and thus the type of
monitoring equipment required, the timeframes involved, whether continuous or
periodic, and all other factors are discretionary on the part of the agency.
Even the monitoring requirements which approved state PSD programs must
include in their state PSD regulations are inconclusive on this point, as
discussed in Section II.

The US Geological Survey regulations (Title 30 CFR, Part 270) governing
geothermal operations on Federal lands are also discretionary in that they
call for provisions for monitoring "deemed necessary by the Supervisor to
ensure compliance with the regulations." While the "collection of data"
concerning existing air quality is requried jor a period of at least a year
prior to submitting a plan for production, this provision does not necessarily
include monitoring. And, in fact, monitoring could be required much earlier
in the development process than the production stage if the supervisor feels
it is needed to determine whether any given plan of operation will meet
environmental standards.

Currently, state pre-permit· requirements applicable to geothermal rein
jection wells are scattered among drilling regulations variously implemented
by oil and gas conservation commissions, other resource or water rights
agencies, or environmental control agencies. None of them appear to impose
specific pre-permit monitoring requirements, although they could be imposed
through broad interpretation of information requirements. If the requirements
of these programs are equal to or more stringent than the minimum UIC regula
tions adopted by EPA and applicable to the states, they may remain essentially
the same. If the Federal UIC program is adopted, monitoring does not appear
to be a condition for obtaining the initial construction, testing, and stimu
lation permit for injection wells at power plant sites. However, monitoring
wells into the injection zone and into underground sources of drinking water
above the injection zone, as itemized in Section II, will be required during
those phases in order to supply the informtion required for an operating
permit. The number of wells , length 6f monitoring periods, and other details
are not spelled out.

Pr~-permitsurface water quality monitoring is not expected to be re
quired to obtain an NPDES permit .even though estimates of the impact of the
proposed effluents on existing water quality may be required. It is antici
pated that sufficient background data on water bodies large enough to receive
effluents will beobtaina1>le from the US Geological Surveyor state/local
sources. However, it can only be said again that as new non-conventional
sources of pollution are proposed, non-conventional requirements may be
imposed.

The result of this uncertainty about monitoring is that potential geo
thermal developers cannot take monitoring costs, if any, and timeframes into
account in their earliest consideration of the economic feasibility of using a
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specific resource for a given use. Resource tests and analysis may be needed
to provide the control agency with sufficient information to support its
decision on monitoring requirements. This could mean considerable monetary
outlay in potentially marginal situations before the cost of monitoring can be
accounted for.

MANDATORY TIME LIMITS

The regulatory review disclosed that little credence should be given to
time limits on final action on permit applications by state agencies mandated
by statute or regulation. Taken at fa"ce value, the time limitations imposed-
ranging, for example, from 30 to 180 days--would appear to limit the time
lapse for permit approval (or denial) to an insignificant period.

These limits are in fact, and in practice, virtually meaningless in that
the time clock does not start to run until the application is deemed
"complete." This interpretation of state regulations was formalized in an
opinion of the Arizona Attorney General and is common practice in other
states. Violation of the mandated limits is admittedly frequent and is
considered "normal" procedure in some states.

Although state officials will reluctantly "guess" at their "average"
permitting timeframes for conventional new sources, they all quickly point out
exceptions. In view of the "geothermal-is-different" syndrome, it appears
that all bets would be off on the timeframe for a major source utilizing geo
thermal energy, and even facilities with a lesser potential impact will
receive closer than usual scrutiny. In spite of the mandated time limits,
applications could be hung up indefinitely on the basis that they are not
complete and repeated requests for more information could ensue. This is not
to suggest that this will always be the case, but the possibility is there.

An example was provided in Colorado where the Oil and Gas Commission,
with the advice and consent of the Division of Water Rights, issues drilling
permits on temperature gradient holes in two weeks. However, when an indi
vidual applied for a permit for a deeper well to heat only his own residence,
the only such application in the state so far, the Water Rights people held it
up for months with repeated requests for additional data.

The timeframes which might be ascribed to various environmental per
mitting procedures are further complexed by the fact that geothermal opera
tions are not yet governed by Federally-imposed industry-specific air or water
standards. As a result, the limits to be imposed on emission and effluent
parameters will be determined on a case-by-case basis, as discussed in Section
II.

The state offices are frequently understaffed, or claim to be, and more
manpower will logically be required to determine limitations "from scratch"
wi thout the guidance of an applicable air or water new source performance
st~ndard. Thus, any timefra~es estimated for sources already subject to such
standards will be a shaky frame of reference for non-conventional sources with
which they have no experience.
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POTENTIAL FOR EXEMPTION FROM PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS

Since there is a strong emphasis today on the use of geothermal energy in
very small direct uses, as well as in other more extensive applications,
permitting requirements were examined from the standpoint of potential exemp
tion from those requirements. This is not to suggest that geothermal energy
should be utilized in any but an environmentally acceptable manner, but to
point out that the impacts of some operations would be so minimal that they
would fall within lawful exemptions. It is possible that in the effort to
help the potential small developer through the maze of regulations he might
confront, some have been needlessly frightened away.

For example, as described in Section II, direct users for heating and
aquacul ture purposes are not required under the Federal UIC regulations to
obtain a permit for reinjection unless it is shown that such practice is
impairing the quality of an underground drinking water source or endangering
human health. Many such applications would be able to discharge into an
aquifer not classified as a drinking water source because it is: (1) more
valuable for geothermal energy, or (2) because it is not fit for human con
sumption. Thus, it would be unlikely that their discharges would be proved
harmful under either criterion, and no reinjection permit would ever be
needed.

States qualified to manage their own UIC programs are allowed to make
this provision more stringent, but as long as the discharge is to an exempt
aquifer, there seems little need to do so. This feature can be determined in
advance since the states must formally designate drinking water sources and
exempt aquifers.

Direct uses of geothermal energy and all but the larger power plants will
also be exempt from coverage of the relatively new energy facility siting
procedures established in Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Montana,
Oregon, and Washington. Some of these require .approval for generating units
with a rating of 100 MW or more, some limit jurisdiction to units of 250 MW or
more, and at least one, New Mexico, picks up at 300 MW or more.

While the ,siting prQcedures are designed to facilitate the construction
of . large new. energy facilities through providing "a single forum for the
expeditious resolution· of all mat,ters concerning the location of electric
generating plants" (Arizona Revis·ed Statutes·, Title 40, Article 6.2), it
appears that less public concern ·will be drawn to those operations small
enough not to require this kind of attention;

The information requirements for site certification, or a "certificate of
environmental compatibility," as it. '.is sometimes called" may, in fact, add a
layer onto· those of individual permits. In Washington State, which has gone
to. the ultimate in substituting· certification by the Energy Facility Site
Evaluation Council for all permits' required by other agencies CRCW Chapter
80.50), the information..required is simply a composite of . that required for
the individual permits.' as shown in Appendix E. Thus, small geothermal
facilities would stand to gain little from coverage of this type of regula
tion, and may benefit from avoiding it.
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In terms of the permit to operate a public utility, a certificate of
public convenience and necessity, the State of Hawaii has attempted to en
courage the use of geothermal energy by declaring that producers of geothermal
steam or electricity are not utilities (Hawaii Statutes 269.27.1). Such an
action could possibly be advantageous in states such as Arizona where
utili ties are monopolies in their service area. In such a case, where all
populated areas are covered by utility jurisdiction, a geothermal utility
(electricity or direct heating/cooling) can only be introduced by existing
utilities or non-regulated municipalities. Whether such an approach would be
helpful and further the development of geothermal use would depend to the
largest extent on whether the public would agree to utilize services not
covered by regulation of rates.

It is possible that some small direct uses of geothermal energy-
especially those where hydrogen sulfide is not a problem--may be exempt from
the need for a state air pollution permit, either through a general quanti
tative exemption (e.g., sources in New Mexico which, uncontrolled, would
result in emissions of 10 pounds per hour or 25 tons per year or less) or
discretionary authority for the control agency to exempt minor sources. As
discussed in Section II, small sources will generally be exempt from the PSD
air pollution regulations unless they are very close proximity to Class I
areas.

While' discharges to surface waters cannot be entirely exempt from the
necessity for an NPDES permit, permit conditions and pollution control mea
sures will be tailored to the size and nature of the effluents, and the permit
will in no case require an environmental impact statement.

SUMMARY

State permitting programs are designed for regulating more common indus
trial situations, so that normal permitting procedures may be difficult or
impossible to apply directly to a new technology' such as use of geothermal
energy. The expected result of this situation is that permitting may often
need to be done under broad discretionary powers rather than standardized
procedures. This can be expected to require more discussion and interchange

..of information and .ideas than for conventional permitting, and hence often a
ionger timeframe for permit issuance. It' is anticipated that as the state
agencies become familiar with the special problems associated with use of
g~.othermal energy, .procedures can be developed, su<;~ as the staged permits
discussed earlier, which would allow for rapid and uncomplicated permitting
comparable to that enjoyed in many states by conventional operations.

Thus, it is hoped that those who are contemplating the use of geothermal
energy will not write it off out-of-hand because of anticipated permitting
difficulties and costs. The first step is to determine the applicability of
th'e various requirements and to assess their potential' impact on the proposed
use. If reason prevails, it may be that the impact will be more nominal than
expected in many cases.
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APPENDIX A

-eM'••••

GENERAL INllTRUCTIONS

If a preprinted lebel has been provided. eftl.
It in the designated 1peC8. Review the Inform
etion carefullV; If any of It I. Incorrect. crOll
through It end anter the correct deta In tha
appropriete filloin eree below. Also. if env of.
the preprinted dela Is eblent (the _ 10 the
left of the label lPBCe 11'16 the Informetion
thet "'auld IIIPpesrJ. please provide it In the
proper fill-in eree(1/ below. If the Iebel II
complete end correct. you need not complete
Items I. Ill. V. and VI (except VI·E whlJ:h
murt be completed rtIf/IIrdl_J. Complete ell
items if no lebel hal bean provided. Refer to
the Inltruetionl for detailed Item descrlp
tlonl and for the legal authorizationl undar
which this data II collected.

Form Approved OMS No. 158-R0175

I. EPA 1.0. NUMBER

1 ~ EA~J\ GENERAL INFORMATIONM Consolidated Permib Progrum
GENERAL· ~J' (Reed the "General Instruction," before narring.J

Please print or type in the unshaded ereas onlv
(fiJl·in ereM em lPBCed for elite type. I••.• 12 characten/inch).

FORM R L R

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete A through J to determine whether y·ou neel to IUbmit any permit application forms to the EPA. If you answer "YII" to any
questions, you must submit thil form and the IUpplemental form lilted in the parenthesis following the question. Mark "X" in the box in the third column
if the supplementel form is attached. If you answer "no" to each quntion. you need not IUbmit any of th818JormL You may answer "no" if your activity
is excluded from permit requirements; 188 Saction Cof the instructions. See also, Section Dof the instructions for definitions of bold·faced termL

SPECIFIC QUaSTIONS

C.

E

V. FACILITY MAILlNG.ADDRESS

A. STREI:T OR P.O. BOX

•• CITY OR ,TOW~

VI. FACILITY LOCATION

B. COUNTY NAME

C. CITY OR TOWN

EPA Form 351(1.1 15-801

SPEC'P'.C QUESTIONS

E. ZIP CODE

~
TT r::1111-1t1

CONTINUE ON REVERSE
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APPENDIX A--Continued

,--.+idiC::j~L-_--- -----,----.

B

XI. MAP

Attach to this application a topographic map of the area extending to at least one mile beyond pr bounderies. The map must show
the outline of the facility, the location of each of its existing and proposed intake and discharge str ctures, each of its hazardous waste
treatment, storage, or disposal facilities, and each well where it injects fluids underground, Include aH springs, rivers and other surface
water bodies in the map area. See instructions for precise requirements.

XII. NATURE OF BUSINESS (provide" brie' dellCr

X. EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITS

8

VII. SIC CODES (4-(/i9ir. in order ofpriorityl

~"T"-r""'T_r-'r"_~ ..~_"_'R_5~.~.......-~ ---------'---+-:-1-r-r-,.--,-
(spe<·/tV!

ON TIN ED FR THE FRONT

VIII. OPERATOR INFORMATION

C· THUfD
t-::-r-r-r-r~(.pe=c:I1"'YIC:-----------------+';:'"T".,--r-;-'r;:::::::::

c. STATUS OF"OP£RATOR fE,,,.:,. the QpprIJpri.Qtf£ leIte, into tile allswer box,' if ··Other". spec;})'.!
F ~ FEDERAL ~ \Jill' (Ql/'~' rJuz" !.d.rvU '>f srQr,) (sped!)'; --------+-,,.,..""'T.....,~r''T1~r__,_..,..r__,__._..,-r_1
S • STATE 0 • OTHER (rpecify;

P ~ PRIVATE .------~..::........-------"T"-
E. $TR£E'" OR P.O. sox

...-~~~T1·rT...·.,--,-,-.--r-r-,--r-r'--r-,--,--,---r--r-,-,-,"-,r;rl

F, CITY OR TOWN H. ZI" CO~D~":ll~X~.~IN~D~lA~NGL~A~N~D~I~~..~
1-.,.......--.-.-,...""T'""-r-'I-y--r:...r.:.;.,:-;'r:-y..:.T-:.:,....,-,,-r-_,_,..,-,r-r,--+rT;,;t-~-Is the facility located on Indian lands?

CJ YES 0 NO
$:1

Xiii. C£ RT.iFICATlON f_ in'tnlClion,)

I ctNtify under penalty of law that I have ptlfIOnally' examined and am familiar with the information submitted in this IIPPlication and ~II
attachmentsllfld that, buIJd· on my inquiry of those ptlf'SOfJI immediately rrnponsible for obtaining the information contained in the
IIPplication, I beliellt1 that the informlltlon il tNe, IICCUfllte IIfId complete. I am aware that there are significant pen,'ties for 8IJbmitting
f.l. informlltion, including the possibility of tint/and imprilDlll7lfll1t•

A. NAME. OFFICIAL. TITLE (type or print)

COMMENTS FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

•••f NAo URE'

REVERSE

c
EPA"- 351~1 (&oaO

BlUING CODE 656CHl1-C
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APPENDIXB

Please print or type In the unshaded 8r88S only.

FORM

2C ft EA·A
NPOES 0 '"
I. OUTFALL LOCATION

U ••. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY .
APl'LICATION .FOR PERMIT TO DISCHARGE WASTEWATER

EXISnNG MANUFACTURING. COMMERCIAL. MINING AND SILVICULTURAL OPERATIONS
CoMtJlidated Perm,"hogrtIfJI

For each DUtfal/,linlN 18tltudeen.Hongllude·of Ibloca1ion to the nearest 1611icocld1 end the name of the receiving weter.

"'N-U-MBEii'- B. LATITUDE C. LONGITUDE D. RECEIVING WATER (Mme)
,iuiJ- to •••• I. "iN. '0 ••c. t. D.O. ·'0 .'N. '0 ••C.

II. FLows, SOURCES OF POLLUTION, AND TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES .

,... "1ST CODE. FROM
TABLE.c·,

I------------~._.. ,,_._-._,-_.
1----.-----------

t-------..----..-----i-------;f---------

-----,,'"--._------t----.,...---+-------------+----t---
t---------.---------+--------+--.---.---------,.+---t---
t-------..--------t-------+.----.-----------+---+---

'.
t----------------if---~---'_+--.,--.-----'------_+--_+--

J---------..--.----,-+-------.-f--o:----------.,.....-.'""'CI---+---

OFFICIAL 'In -oNLV ;(e11/..e,,' ,..Ulelln..... lH:a'.6orle.)

EPA Form J&1O-2C c.eol PAGE 1 OF 4
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APPENDIX B--Continued

I. FREQUENCY 4. FLOW

+ tiN

I. OUTFALL
NUMBER

(list)

Z.OPERATION(S)
CONTRIBUTING FLOW

(list)

e. FLOW "ATE b. TOTAL VOLUME
e. DA YS b. MONTHS (In mId) (.peel'" with unit.)

PER WEEK PER YEAR t----:.-r..;..---T---..;..-'-'-T-~:_-'"1
(,peclfY '(.pecifY t. '"'0"_ "'altM I. MAlUM"''' t. LONG "aRM I. M~uttM"'M
oue,-".e) fWeNJIe) AV."A... OA'"'' ",v.ltAGa DAt':"

.Co DUR·
ATtON

(in day.)

III. MAXIMUM PRODUCTION

A. Does an effluent guideline limitation promulgeted by EPA under Section 304 of the Cleen Weter Act epply to your facility1
DYES (comptete '''m 1I1-B' ONO (to to Section IV)

B. Are the limitations In the applicobl

DYE8 (comp/et. It.m III

C. If you an_red "YeI" to Item
and unitt used in the applic;at>le

.. eUANTITY ~... DAY

t guldelina expreued In termI of production (or other musure of operationJ7
DNO (10 to S'ctlon IV)

h represents an ectual rntI8Iurement of your maximum level of production, expressed in the terms
Ie the,affected outfalls. .

2. AFFECTED
OUTFAL.LS

(Ii., outfall numb...)

IV. IMPROVEMENTS

A. Are you now required by any' Federal, State or local authority to meet any Implementation schedule for the construction, upgreding or operetion of waste·
watar treatmant equipment or precticn or any other environmental programs which may effect the discharges delCribed in this application1 This includes,
but Is nOt limited to, permit.conditions, administrative or enforcement orders, enforcament compliance schedule letters, stipulations, court orders, and grant
or 1-. conditions. .DYES (~omplet. 1M foUowl.." table) DNO (10 to It.m IV.B)

• ID.NTI~ICATION O~ CONDITION, e. A~"ECTED OUTI'ALU

A.II.......T. KTC. e. _. Ia. ......c. OP "8CHAA••
e. _AI." D.SCIUPTION OF PAOJECT

B. OPTIONAL: You may attach additional sheets dncribing any additional water pollution control programs (or other environmenfBI project6 which meyefftJct
your dildYl'fltlsJ you now have underway or which you plan. Indicate whether each program is now underway or plenned, and indicate your actual or
planned schedulel for construction. DMARK "X" I~ DESCRIPTION O~'ADDITIONALCONTROL PROGRAMS IS ATTACHED

EPA Fcrnn 3&1G-ac 1&-801 PAGE Z OF"
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APPENDIX B--Continued

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

V. INTAKE AND EFFLUENT CHARACTERISTICS

A, B,& C: See instructions before proceeding - ComPIete'one set of tables for each outfall - Annotaie .:0.: oytfall number in the space provided.
NOTE: Tables V·A. V-8, and V.c are included on separata Iheeta numbered V-, through V-9, ".

D. Use the space below to lilt any of the pollutants listed in Table 2c-3 of the instructions, which you know or have reason to believe Is discharged or may be
dilCherged from any outfall. For every pollutant you lilt. briefly describe the renons you believe It to be present and report any analytical data in your
possession.

" POLLUTANT 2. SOURCE I POLLUTANT 2. SOURCE-+ .=..0-:.""-'--'--' _

VI. POTENTIAL DISCHARGES NOT COVER B
A. Is any pollutant listed in ltam V.c a substance

as an intarmediate or final product or byproduct?

B. Are your operations such that your ..... materials, proceaea. or products can reasonably be expected to vary 10 that your discharges of pollutants may during
the next 5 yeers exoaed two times the maximum values reported in ltern V?

DYES i~ompl.te 1tem VI·e belou-) DNo 'ao te. Seclioll \'11)

C. If you answered "Yes" to'item VI·B. explein below end describe in detail the SOurces and expected levels of such pollutants which you anticipate will be
discharged from each outfall over the next 5 yeers, to the best of your ability' 8t this time, Continue on additional sheets if you need more spaoe,

CDA c ...._ "It='tn.7t"" ......, PAGE 3 OF 4
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APPENDIXB--Continued

CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT

VII. BIOLOGICAL TOXICITY TESTING DATA

Do you hew 8ft\' knowledge or reason to belillVll that anv'biological tlllt for acute or chronic toxicity has been mede on any of your discharges or on a
rec:ei-ring _ter in relation to your discharge within the last 3 V88rs1

o VIES (Idenli(" the t ••".) and de.cr/Ix> their purpo.e. i.elow} DNO ('0 to Section VIII)

lotB. ADDRESSA. NAME

III~ONTRACTANALYSIS INFORMATION

W..re anv of the analvses reportad in Item V performed,by a contract labo,rl(~~I"'rfsl~t/o~

IX. CERTIFICATION

I certify under /JBM/ty of law that I hlJl/fI /NIfIOnally axamined and am flll1ll7iar with the information rubmltt.d in thi, IlPPlication and all
IIttM:hnHIntl end that, INtIed on my inquiry of those individual, Immadiately relPonlible for obtaining the Information, I believe that the In
formation " tfW, IlCCUrete and complete. I II1TI swarrJ that there are lignlficant ptlnaltlBl for rubmittlng 'al. information, Including the
pollib/I/ty offlnaand Imprilonment. '

A. NAME. O .... 'CIAL TITLE (type or print) B. PHO~E NO. (area ,code .. no.)

C••,GNATURE D.' DATE SIGNED

EPA F.m .to-X 110801 PAGE. OF.
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.....''"'.TOA ,..,., O. "" .......'0 Aft,... ONCY. y~ ...___....
this information on separate sheets (lUll ",. _ fonnBt) instead of completing these~.
SEE INSTRUCTIONS. Form Approved OMS No. 15B-R0173

. OUTFALL NO.

V. INTAKE AND EFFLUENT CHARACTERISTICS (continued from page 3 of Form 2-C)

PART A : You must provide .the results of at least one analysis for every pollutant in this table. Complete one table for ea!=h outfall. See instructions for additional details.
2. EFFLUENT 3. UNITS 4: INTAK.E (opr/oMl

I. POL.L.UTANT u. MAXI."1tI:.:JL,gCIY VALUE c. .VALUK (.peciry if bIG"")
8. LONG T!I..AM..... MAX,MUM DAILY VALUE d. NO. 01' .....0. OF

.. \.\ 1.\ 1.\ ANALYSES e.CONCaN- I>. MASS Col Cal Milo••
ANALYSESIt. M"•• cOfilCaNT....TION (a) M"•• . CONC.NTIt&TIO" tal •••• TRATION CONC...TIt"TION

e. Bloc'-"'lcal
OXYlI"neem-
(BOD)

b. Chemical
OxV_ Doimend
(COD)

Co T..... O'1lllnlc
Cerbofl (TOC)

d.TouiSu__
&o1~(TBB)

.. Anwncinle (u N.)

VALUE VALUE VALUE j K0. VALUE
I.F_ ,
II-T_mure VALUE VALUE VALUE

A~\\~~
VALUE

(wln.t.r) "C
... T__mure VALUE VA~U&

VALUE~~~~\\V
VAL,UE

(.uPfl".erl "C
M,..,MUM . MAX'MUM !,,''''MUM I"A"IMU"~ ~~~.LIIH STANDARD UNITS.'

~ -~--.....:..- ~ ---PART B • Mark ..x·· in column 2.. for each pollutant you know~~<- ieve is present. Mark "X" In column 2·b for each pollutant you believe to be absent. Jf you mark
. column 2.. for any pollutant, you must provide the ~ s one analysis for that pollutant. Completa one table for each outfall. See the Instructions for additional
details and requirements. ;c:>. ... .

I. POL.LUT· a. IlI.RI( 'x' . \\/? ~ Elf"LUENT 4. UNITS II. INTAKE (opr/oMl)
ANT AND. e .••- ...,.:: .... MAXIMUM DAILY VALUE "'~,\",.I"'IlI"'au:Lg~YVALUE c......... ........... d.NO. OF A~hl'R~G\: ~K.:'''~E ~"O.O"CA8NO. '.VII e. CONCaH-.... . ..... ANAL.. THAT_ON b. MA•• . ANAL";'
(If tIIHII14bIIJ) ••NT ....T

CONC.!'./.ATION Cal MA•• C~..~J"ATIO" (d M"•• co"Ca:~~.AT.O-" (.) 11.0. YSaS CONCaNTIIt.TIO" hi M"•• y •••

0. Bl'Omldli
(2_9-87·9\

b. Chlorine,
Togi Aeoidue'

Co color

d.Fecal
Collt~

.. F .......lcIo11__-8\

/
I.N_ I

NIIr'-(uN)

PAGE V-I CONTINUE ON REVERSE



- .... .-~.-
... _......_....

I. POLLUT- 2. MARK"X' , 3. EFFLUENT 4. UNITS 5 .. IN;rAKE (optiollGII
ANT AND a .••" b .•c- L MAXIMUM DAIL.Y VAL-UK 1>. MAX"'1f#':v~lL.'~~t VALUE c.LON" ./tr,JtGbG,£f::t. vAL....E d. NO.OF A~~OA'h'i:V'~L'tE . NO.OF
CAS NO. .av. ,.vao eo CONCEN-..... u- ANAL' TffATION b. MASS . ANAL-

(If-,,""I ••"T, ....T. CONc.l'J."''f'ION tal MAa. co"C~~'J"ATIO" Cal MAa• CONC."\"ATION Id MA•• YSI!:S CONC_NT"ATION CalM..... VSES

,. HI",,"".
To,-I Or..nlc
I",NI

h. 011 and
0_

I. Pho.,ho,...
(.1'1. To••1
177'3-14-01

I. RedloectlYlty

111 Alp~
To.'
C2l a_
Tote'

(3) Redi"m.
T.te'

(41 Red;"m
328. To...

/'>

k.Sl/"'" \'0(.8°41
(14808·79-81

I...."Ide
f.\~l\\~~(.tt)

""I""1u \\~~~V'(. ~)
1142 _-3,

~{Sn.s..rf_ ~~\)'-
I'll

o.AI...m ....."'.
~\JJ<=VTotal

(0..(7429·90-8)
p.•.,,,m.

<0?\~~-Total
(1440-SlI-SI

Q. "",on. "0 ....
Tote'
(1440-42-8)

~ou...o:-Jt,
(7440-48-4)

.. Iron. To"
(143l1-8_,

~M"""""",
To..'
(7439-98'41
",.Mo'~m.

To..1
(7439-98- 71
v.
To,.,
(7439·96-81

w.TI'I.T_1
(7440-31-6)

x. Thanl"m.
To..'
1744C).32~)

.EPA Form.351~2C (lH!Ol PAGE Y·Z CONTINUE ON PAGE V ·3



EPA 1.0. NUM8ER (COpy from Item 1 of Form J) OUT"AL.L NUMBER

CONTINUEDFRDM PAGE 3 OF FORM'2·C Fo"" ApprrwedOMB No. '58-RO'73

PART C -If you areaprimary1ndustry and this outfall contains process wll$t_ater. refer to Table·2c-2 in the instructions to determine which of the GCIMS frICtions you must test
for. Mark "X" in column 2-a for all IUchGCIMS frllCtiOIl$ that apply to your indumy and for ALL toxic metals. cyanides. and total phenols. If you lire not required to mark
column 2.... (1IICOf/dIJry, indu#rieI,non~~outf.Jlr. Md non-rsqui~GCIMS f'8CtiDn6J. mark "X" in column 2·b for each pollutant you know or "'"e reBson
tobeiieve ilpr.ent.Mark "X" In ,column 2~ for each pollutant you believe to be absent. If you mark either columns 2"1 or 2·b for any pollutant. you must provide the r.
$lilts ofat least one analysis for that pollutant. Note that there are reven pages to this part; p1e_ revi_ each carefully. Complete one table (eJlllf1llf/n P8fJiJ$J for each outfall.
See instructions for additional'details and requirements.

I. POLLUTANT ',a>M"RK 'X' 3. EFFLUENT 4. UNITS J. INTAKE (oI'tlOMl)
AND CAS ' ,

·aYl1i·i~··- .. MAXIMUM DAI,Ly'VALUE 'II. ..1Ut1~1#':,:Bo~tVALUE C.....NG Tltr::oftov"f:.." VALUE d. NO.O" e. LONG -r."&R~." II. NO.O"NUMBER ,... ....,. '.". ANAL- a. CONClrN.. ,II, MAn ANAL-
(lfGUGUGI>Jc) .t,__ :::;. :."-T (I' (a'.~~•• hi hiM"•• C:O"C.~!)"ATIO" (a) M ••• YS•• TAATION hi CONca. h)MA.. YSlE8

CDNC....,"ATIOH CONC.""T...TIOIif T .. ,ATIO..

METALS CYANIDE. AND TOTAL PHENOLS

1M. Antimony.
Total (7440-3&-01 '

2M. A.....lc.,TODI
(70140-38·21 ' '

3M. Beryllium.

~Total. 7~1·71

4M. c:8dlftlum. " K0 ",.
Total\7~i ~<\
11M. ChroMIum.

I~~t>"':T_I\7~7·31 " , ..........
eM. C",,",. Tote!

;r>~~\)~(7MG-IiNI

7M.~TODI .if: ':;:))'V\7438-87-61 .

8-". M",.:u,y.TolIIl
.,
-~ rv· "-

' ..j.; '~,.

C743ll-e7-61
' -

IIM........... T_,

\~ t> ..~.(744042.01

1C1M......Iu.... ....\,.
T_' (7182-411,21

11M. 81_. T....
\7440-22-.1 '

12M."..llum,
TOlll1 (7440-28-111

13M. Zinc. Total
(744CH14Hl)

14M.Cy.._.
To'" (1i7·12-&)

_.~ -
TO...

DIOlCIN
2.3.7,a.T_, ' DIEK.......&_1."-_. i
DIoa'li>ln_01-6)

-'.....o-ac... IPAGl!: v-a CQIII~II\IUE tm REViIUl&



GCIMS FR4CTION - VOLATILE COMPOUNDS

1V.Acro_
(107-0;1"1

2V. AcrylonlVUe
1107·1:1-11

3V.8ena_
171,<G3-21

4V. III, (<;11/019-«_IIly'/ E,,*,
142-88-11

'V. 8romoform
171-21-:11

IV.CtIrl1C1n
.~_echlorlde

'1-23·11

7V.CIII~_
1108-90-71

IV. Olllorocl\-
brom_
112...·"
8V.C:II~
171-00-31

10V. 2.c:hloro-
'-J ethylvlnyll_
O'l 1110-76-81

11V. ChJoroform
117-88-31

12V. Pk;/Iloro-'
_mo_
175-27"'1
13V. Dlchloro-
dltl_
1715-""1

14V. 1.1·PlGI!loro-
~17"34-al

i'V.1.i,pl5h_
eIhent 11P7*al

1IV.1,1·01l'l>loro·
et!>y..... 17O·....)

nV.1.;r·Okohloro-
pr_e.17,,,7·11

t.V. 1.2·Dlchloro· \

progyl,....
1642·70.01

19V. Ethylben.....
n00-41-41

20V. Methyl
Bromide C7~'81

21V. Methyl
Chloride 174..7·31·

EPA FomI351~ZC IMII PAGE V'" c:c INTINUE ON PAGE V-5



::DNTfNUED FROM PAGE V-4 I I I Fo""App~OMBNo. '5B-RO,n

M
4. UNITSI. POLLUTANT a. MARK ''C' 3. EFFLUENT

. AN"UDMSCEARS "YEn b. ••~~c. ••• .. MAXIMUM DAILY VALUII: II>. MAXIMUM ' DAY VALUS ""LONG
."G .v. .".t'/"""'''''' ~!.. :::T At' co..,.L·J OtI c r.1·J 'f'.ote ~••_,_"

• VALUS d. NO.O! e. COHCEM

I" ..... ~~;~ TIt_TIOH
b.MA"

S. I"TAKE (oprlonlllJ

e. LONG. tE..~":'.. b. HO. OF

h~=. I....... ~;~.

.........

.........

:l7V.I,I.I·T'"
,:;'=- .
av. 1,1,:I·TrIo
ctl...........
17.-.1

av. ,...".,....
....,...CJeoOI41

IIY.V...,.
C....... C7NI-41

:~::I........- ..

7A.....I............
I1l1Oo03-7'

11A. :I•••ll-Trlo
ch.......henol
188·06-21

PAGE V" CONTINUE ON REVERSE



t. POII.LUTAIIT .........JI. . . - . . . J. liFFLUENT 4. UNITS II. INTAKE ,..,.-,
. ·ANDCAfIJ .

~~W:1t2"·
.. "AJlU"-'- DAILYYA....- I.....A ..""W.. I 'i1l":' VALoU.. CL_, ..~-.., "'''0 O. G. LONG y,...."'~.' 1a ..0.0."UM.A 0. co_eel_"... .... ...AL- ....A.. A ..AL-,,,........; ....... J/J,_.
c ..tte.!:J....._1 1.1 I.' ".AVI_ ,,'co-c............... •••••• c_ca• .,....._ C.t-4.. co..c ........_ ha ...... ..It.

• ••••0 .. . e.I ..." ..BS

~.ILllCTIOII-IlAlElllEUTRALCCM'OUND8 -,..............
caa-et
,.. _........,,-
I~l

3tI.~

1120-"'71

"._Id_
112.7-6'

.B._'eI
An_
' .....·3188._,.,
"-110-32.'
7B.3,4-_.
""--

A1205....21

Ba. _0 ,.,."
~~A....v-

1'11'·24-21

lIa. _0'.'
n\\~ ::;;/FluOf_ ~.

1207.CJB·1I1
'OB. BIo,J·CItl_

.~~~~~v·."'olr.,IM_
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APPENDIX C

List of Mandatory Class I PSD Areas
(Federal Register, November 3, 1977)

National Parks .Over 6,000 Acres

State

Alaska

Arizona

California

Colorado

Florida

Hawaii

Idaho

Kentucky

Maine

Michigan

Minnesota

Montana

New Mexico

North Carolina

Oregon

South Dakota

Tennessee

83

Park

Mount Hckinley

Grand Canyon
Petrified Forest

Kings Canyon
Lassen Volcanic
Redwood
Sequoia
Yosemite

Mesa Verde
Rocky Mountain

Everglades

Raleakala
Hawaii Volcanoes

Yellowstone (Wyoming)

Mammouth Cave

Acadia

tsle Royale

Voyageurs

Glacier
Yellowstone (Wyoming)

Carlsbad Caverns

Great SmokJ-Mountains

Crater Lake

Wind Ca'te

Great Smoky Mountains



State

Texas

Utah

Virgin Islands

Virginia

Washington

Wyoming

APPENDIX C--Continued

Park

Big Bend
Guadaloupe Mountains

Arches
Bryce Canyon
Canyonlands
Capitol Reef
Zion

Virgin Islands

Shenandoah

Mount Ranier
North Cascades
Olympic

Grand Teton
Yellowstone

National Wilderness Areas ~~er 5,000 Acres

Alabama.

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

84

Sipsey

Bering Sea
Simenof
Tuxedni·

Chiricahua National MOnument
Chiricahua
Galiuro
~.azatzal

Mt. Baldy
Pine Mountain
Saguaro
Sierra !ncha
Superstition
Sycamore CanYen

Caney Creek
Upper Buffalo

Aqua Tibia
Caribou
Cucamonga
Desolation
Dome Land
Emigrant
Hoover
Joshua Tree



APPENDIX C--Continued

State

California (cont'd.)

Colorado

Florida

Georgia

Idaho

Louisiana

Maine

Michigan

Minnesota

Missouri

85

Park

John Muir
Kaiser
Lava Beds
Marble Mountain
Minarets
Monkelume
Pinnacles
Point Reyes
San Gabriel
San Gorgonio
San Jacinto
San Rafael
South Warner
Thousand Lakes
Ventana
Yolla-Bolly-Middle Eel

Black Canyon of the Gunnison
Eagles Nest
Flat Tops
Great Sand Dunes
La Garita
Maroon Bells - Snowmass
Mt. Zirkel·
Rawah
weminuche
West Elk

Bradwell Bay
Cbassahowitzka
Saint Marks

Cohutta
Okefenokee
Wolf Island

Craters of the Moon
Hells Canyon (0 regon)
Sawtooth
Selway- Bitterroot (Montana)

Breton

Moosehorn

Seney

Boundary Waters - Canoe Area

Hercules - Glades
Mingo



State

Montana

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

APPENDIX C--Continued

Park

Anaconda - Pintlar
Bob Marshall
Cabinet Mountains
Gates of the Mountain
Medicine Lake
Mission Mountains
Red Rock Lakes
Scapegoat
Selway-Bitterrost - U.L. Bend

Jarbridge

Great Gult
Presidential Range - Dry River

~h::iganteen

New Mexico Bandelier
Basque del Apache
Gila
Pecos
Salt Creek
San Pedro Parks
Wheeler Peak
White Mountain

,","

North Carolina

North Dakota

Oklahoma

Oregon

South Carolina

South Dakota

Joyce Kilmer - Slickrock
Linville Gorge
Shining Rock
Swanquarter

Lostwood

Wichita Mountains

Diamond Peak
Eagle Cap
Gearhart Mountain
lCalmiopsis
Mountain Lakes
Mount Hood
Mount Jefferson
Mount Washington
Strawberry ~ounta1n

Three Sisters

Cape Romain

Badlands
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State

Tennessee

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

APPENDIX C--Continued

Park

Joyce Kilmer - Slickrock (N.C.)

Lye Brook

James River Face

A1pine Lake s
Glacier Peak
Goat Rocks
Mount Adams
Pasayten

Dolly Sods
Otter Creek

Rainbow Lake

Bridges
Fitzpatrick
North Absaroka
Teton
Washaki

International Parks

New Brunswick, Canada Roosevelt-Campobello

North Dakota

National Memorial Parks

Theodore Roosevelt
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APPENDIX :0

National Monuments (NM), National Preserves, and Primitive Areas (PA)
Recommended for' Redesignation to Class I PSD Areas

State

AZ
AZ
AZ
AZ
AZ
AZ
AZ
AZ
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA,NV
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO, UT
ID
MT
MT
MT
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
OR
ill
UT
ill
ill
WY
WY
WY

Area

Canyon de Chelly NM
Chiricahua NM
Organ Pipe Cactus MD
Paiute PA
Paria Canyon PA
Saguaro NM
Sunset Crater NM
Wupatki NM
Channel Islands NM
Chemise Mountain PA
Joshua Tree NM
Lava Beds NM
Muir Woods NM
Pinnacles NM
Death Valley NM
Black Canyon of the Gunnison NM
Colorado NM
Great Sand Dunes NM
Powderhorn PA
Dinosaur NM
Craters of the Moon NM
Beartrap CanyonPA
Centennial PA
Humbug Spires PA
Bandolier NM
Capulin Mountain NM
Chaco Canyon NM
El Morro NM
Gila Cliffs Dwelling NM
White Sands NM
John Day Fossil Beds NM
Cedar Breaks NM
Dark Canyon PA
Grand Gulch PA
Natural Bridges NM
Devils Tower NM
Fossil Butte NM
Scab Creek PA

89

Federal

o
10,645.90

329,199.10
35,092.00
27,515.00
79,863.46
3,040.00

35,353.24
18,384.97
3,941.00

547,789.59
46,821.33

514.32
14,177.77

2,048.948.10
13,363.14
19,744.67
36,426.16
40,400.00

203,629.17
53,535.05

2,861.00
24,166.00
7,041.00

29,661.20
775.38

20,990.27
1,039.92

533.13
144,751. 77

2,035.00
6,154.60

57,248.00
.24,080.00

160.00
1,345.91
7,417 .64
6,680.00

Gross

83,840.00
10,648.25

330,688.86
35,092.00
26,515.00
83,576.07
3,040.00

35,253.24
18,388.07
3,941.00

559,959.79
46,821.33

553.55
16,215.67

1,067,795.06
13 ,612.13
20,444.67
36,826.50
40,400.00

211,053.45
53,545.05

2,861.00
24,168.00
7.041. 00

36,971.20
775.38

21,510.32
1,278.72

533.13
145,334.76
14,402.00
6,154.60

57,248.00
24,080.00

160.00
1,346.91
8,178.00
6,680.00



APPENDIX E

INFORMATION REQUIRED ON MAJOR PROPOSED
ENERGY FACILITIES IN APPLYING FOR

WASHINGTON STATE SITING CERTIFICATION
(Title 463 WAC)

o graphic illustrations and narrative description of systems, processes,
and spacial relationships

o sources of all information including all pre-application studies bear
ing on the site

o construction schedules and schedules and scope of environmental studies
necessary to complete the application

o potential for any future additions, expansions, or further activities
which might be undertaken on or contiguous to the site

o analysis of alternatives for site, route, and other elements of the
proposal

o identification of applicable safety standards and methods of compliance

o descriptions of the applicant's organization and affiliations

o description of the proposed site indicating its location, prominent
geographic features, typical geological and climatological character
istics, and other information necessary to provide a general under-

. standing of all sites involved, including county or regional land
use plans and zoning ordinances

o legal description of the site and identification of all non-private
ownership

o copies of adopted land use plans and zoning ordinances and.survey of
present land uses within a 25-mile radius of thermal power plants

o description of the characteristics of the proposed facility: type,
size, costs, and significant features

o contour maps showing original topography and changes expected as result
of proposed construction

o description of existing roads, railroads, and other transportation
facilities and of additional access needed, if any, during construc
tion and operation
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APPENDIX E-continued

o description of the routing, conceptual design, and construction sche
dule of all proposed associated facilities

o Federal, state, and industry criteria used in the energy transmission
route selection and construction factors considered in developing the
proposed design and description of how such criteria are satisfied

o consideration of multipurpose utilization of rights of way and descrip
tion of measure to be employed to utilize, restore, rehabilitate dis
turbed areas

o description of means to insure safe utilization of those areas of the
site to which public access will be granted

o detailed information on any anticipated release of radionuclides and
projected radiation doses to human populations

o descriptions of ~easures to be employed for protection of the facility
from earthquake, flood, landslides, and other natural disruptive oc
currences

o description of means to be employed to prevent sabotage, vandalism, or
other security threats

o emergency plans to assume responsibility for public safety and environ
mental protection on and off the site in the event of a natural disas
ter

o procedures to be utilized to prevent soil erosion and surface water run
off

o procedures to be utilized to restore or enhance the landscape disturbed
during construction

o impact of construction and operation of facility on all permanent trans
portation facilities and methods to mitigate impact (vehicle and trans
mission)

o manner in which fuels and waste'products are to be transported to and
from the facility

o results of a comprehensive hydrologic and geologic survey showing po-
tential seismic activities .

o source and amoUnt of water required duri~g construction and operation
of the plant and indication that it is available for this use; de
scription of all existing water rights, withdrawal authorizations, or
restrictions which relate to the proposed source
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APPENDIX E-continued

o description of the location and type of water intakes and their impact
on ground and surface waters

o demonstration that facility construction and/or operationalidischarges
will be compatible with and meet state water quality standards

o description of
regarding accidental and/or unauthorized discharges or emissions, re
lating such information to specific facilities, including but not
limited to locations, amounts, storage duration, mode of handling,
and transport

o description of both the proposed and alternative systems for heat dis
sipation from the proposed facility

o where discharges into surface water are involved, identification of
outfall configurations and proposed locations; full description of
effluent characteristics under all discharge conditions

o background water quality data pertinent to the site, and hydrographic
study data and analysis of the receiving waters within one-half ~ile

of any proposed discharge location with regard to: bottom configura
tion; minimum, average, and maximum water depths and velocities, wa
ter temperature and salinity profiles; and other relevant character
istics which could influence the impact of any wastes

o description of any changes in groundwater activity or quality which
might result from project construction or operation

o description of each wastewater source accociated with the facility
and for each source, the applicability of all known, available, and
reasonable methods of wastewater control and treatment. Where waste
water control involves collection and retention for recycling and/or
resource recovery, details of the methods selected, including at least
the following information shall be provided: waste source(s), average
and maximum daily amounts and composition of wastes, storage capacity
and duration, and any bypass or overflow facilities to the wastewater
treatment system(s) or the receiving waters. Where wastewaters are
discharged into receiving waters, a detailed description .of ~he pro
posed treatment system(s), including appropriate flow diagrams and
tables showing the sources of all tributary waste streams, their aver
age and maximum daily amounts and composition, individual treatment
units and their design ~riteria, major piping (including bypasses), and
average and maximum daily amounts and composition of effluent(s) must
be provided.

o a completed National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System application

o description of the disposition of all solid or semisolid construction
and operation wastes including spent fuel, ash, sludge, and bottoms,
and show compliance with applicable state and local comprehensive
solid waste disposal plans
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APPENDIX E-continued

o identification of all pertinent air pollution control standards; ade~

quate data showing air quality and meteorological conditions at the
site; meteorological data shall include. at least. adequate informa
tion about wind direction patterns. air stability. wind velocity
patterns. precipitation. humidity. and temperature; description of
the means to be utilized to assure compliance with air quality and
emission standards

o description of the extent to which operations will cause visible plumes.
fogging. misting. icing. or impairment of visi~i~~ty. and changes in
ambient levels caused by all emitted pollutants

o demonstration that the highest and best practicable treatment for con
trol of emissions will be utilized in facility construction and opera
tion

o description of all dust caused by construction or operation of the
facility and how these are to be minimized or eliminated

o description of all vegetation. animal life. and aquatic life which
might reasonably be affected by construction and/or operation of the
facility. with particular attention to any endangered species or note
worthy species or habitat. including density and distribution infor
mation

o full description of each measure to be taken by the applicant to pro
tect vegetation. animal life. and aquatic life from the effects of
facility operation and construction. specifying insurance. bonding. or
other arrangements made in order to replace or compensate for damage
or loss to vegetation. animal life. or aquatic life

o description of the aesthetic impact of the proposed energy facility and
associated facilities and any 'alteration ~f surrounding terrain. pre
senting the location and design of the facilities relative to the phy
sical features of the site in a way that will show how the installation
will appear relative to its surroundings

o description of energy consumption during both construction and operation
at the facility as to sources of supply. location. use. types. amounts.
and new delivery facilities

o list of all historical. archaeological. and recreational sites within
the area affected by construction and operation of the facility and
a description of how each will be impacted

o detailed socioeconomic impact study which identifies primary and secon
dary impacts
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